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Forward

In the Fall of 1991 the National Park Service bombproofs and two magazines located in the

entered into contract with Grieves Worrall Water Battery and of the one underground

Wright OHatnick Architects in order to magazine in the Ravelin Such documentation

develop comprehensive plan for the did not exist and was considered essential for

preservation of Fort McHenry National the description of repair work that was

Monument and Historic Shrine Baltimore anticipated for these structures reduced

Maryland The original order of work set of these measured drawings is included in

included the evaluation of existing conditions the Appendix of this report

and the development of recommendations for

correcting deterioration and damage on all of The photographic mylar set as produced

the historic walls and buildings at the site notes all individual areas of deterioration and

except for the sea walls The sea walls were provides individual recommendations for

completely repaired and rebuilt in the mid- treatment The report contained herein

1980s and currently do not require coordinates with the information contained on

additional attention The final product of the the photographic mylar set Both documents

effort was to be report that documented therefore work together however each is

conditions recommended treatments and also able to stand alone

established priority for areas in need of

repair Joining the architects in the study Throughout the development of the report and

were staff and principals from the structural photographic documentation the assistance

engineering firm of Robert Silman Associates and input that the design team received from

New York and historical architect Michael the park staff the region and the Denver

Trostel FAIA of Baltimore Service Centers Eastern Team at Falls Church

was invaluable and considerable Particular

Following initial research and field analysis appreciation is extended to Greg McGuire

it became clear that the study would be Chief of Maintenance and to Scott Sheads

greatly enhanced and the future repair Park Historian both at Fort McHenry

efforts more closely monitored if

comprehensive photographic inventory was Findings that are appropriate for inclusion in

prepared The images printed to scale and this report continue to come to light even as

assembled into large mylar sheets would not we conclude this stage of the work effort For

only provide the clear record of existing example new information on the origin of the

conditions in 1991 but could be used to stone used in the quoins or on the condition of

define scopes of repair and maintenance work the postern is imminent We suggest that

for many years to come Such documentation while the fort undergoes its stabilization

was created for Fort Monroe in Virginia in process concerted effort be made to update

the early 1980s The consultant work effort the findings of this report both in terms of

was therefore changed to include the conditions and recommendations As new

production of photographic mylar inventory information is uncovered or discovered it

of all of the historic structures except the should be included in the Appendix set up to

sea wall the boundary wall and the parade keep this new material assembled and usable

wall

In addition the team was asked to produce David Wright AlA

measured drawings of the two underground August 1992
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Executive Summary

professional team including architects be required prior to and concurrent with any

historic architects and structural engineers construction Additionally since the site and

has spent nine months analyzing the physical structures are listed on the National Register

conditions of the buildings and retaining walls all proposed work must be coordinated with

at Fort McHenry Placing particular and reviewed by the Maryland State Historic

emphasis on the masonry surfaces was Preservation Officer and the National

mandated at the commencement of the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation

investigations Close coordination between the This safeguard to our historical monuments

Park staff the Regional administration and was introduced by Section 106 of the National

the Denver Service Center of the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966

Park Service was maintained
The areas in need of attention are located

Documentation has included the preparation of throughout the Fort and adjacent outer works

large format photographic images of 58000 of the Water Battery The work has been

square feet of the Forts salient construction organized into packages based upon its location

set of 74 photographic mylar sheets was within the Park The rehabilitation can thus

produced which details the current conditions proceed in phases allowing the park to

of the walls and offers recommendations for remain fully operational in its service to the

their preservation The drawings are public

supplemented by the attached written report

that describes and details the analysis and The cost for the work necessary to correct the

recommendations immediate priority list of concerns is

estimated at over $2000000 The time

priority list of items requiring immediate required to complete the work is expected to

attention is included as part of the overall run from two to three years

recommendations These areas are in state

of current and progressive deterioration and

in several cases are approaching structural

failure Work immediately necessary

includes the rebuilding of masonry walls the

repair and repointing of existing masonry
and the provision for waterproofing and

installing drainage outside seven underground

masonry chambers originally used as

bombproofs and magazines Since the site is

historically significant archeological

investigation of the areas to be disturbed will
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Illustration 0.01 Site Plan of Fort McHenry

Overview 25 hours but was able to withstand the

bombings The British withdrew Francis

Scott Key detained on an enemy ship several

miles away watched the battle The forts

survival inspired his words for The Star

Fort McHenry National Monument and Spangled Banner

Historic Shrine occupies over 43 acres of

land located on Whetstone Point at the The site continued to fulfill vital defensive

confluence of the Northwest Branch and the and supportive function for the military for

Patapsco River in Baltimore City Maryland many years The fort served as prison and

defense post during the Civil War as

The site contained defensive works as early as recruiting base during the Mexican War and

1776 protecting the Port of Baltimore from the Spanish-American War and as large

enemy invasion Fort McHenry constructed military hospital following World War

between 1798 and 1805 served as

strategic defensive installation during the The architecture of the fort is of equal

War of 1812 On 13-14 September 1814 importance to that of its military and social

the fort was attacked by British warships for history The design of American coastal
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Illustration 0.02 Plan of Star Fort and Water

Battery

defenses developed in three rather distinct titled Fort McHenry is individually listed on

phases between 1800 and 1850 The the National Register of Historic Places as

pentagon fort of five bastions dating to circa nationally significant site The park

1800 that creates Fort McHenry represents
currently provides educational and

one of the finest surviving examples of the recreational opportunities for visitors that

earliest or First System of American number in excess of 650000 per year

Fortifications Changes and developments at

the fort represent aspects of the later
This site with significant historical and

systems
architectural merit is currently in state of

progressive deterioration and requires

In 1925 to recognize the sites historical attention to achieve stabilization and

significance the Fort McHenry National Park preservation

was created In 1933 management was

transferred from the War Department to the

National Park Service In 1939 the site was

designated National Monument and Historic

Shrine the only park in the country to be so

vu
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Assessment



Introduction

Categorizing Deterioration of Fabric localized nature and may not grow quickly or

threaten the regional or total integrity of the

Almost all things on earth are in state of construction for many years if ever We

proressive deterioration Most things are would categorize these failures as benign

continually experiencing some degree of Conversely other cracks may progress

failure Failures can be categorized by their seasonally encompassing ever greater parts

scope their rate of progression and by their of the fabric these would represent malignant

origins failures At Fort McHenry both benign and

malignant failures were observed

Failure categorized by scope
Failure categorized by origin

Failures can be categorized by their

magnitude relative to the construction and Primary causes of failure can generally be

components involved total--representing traced to one of three reasons

complete collapse of system for example inadequate original design

building destroyed in hurricane regional- change in the physical condition of the

-representing restricted or partial materials involved or

collapse for example the collapse of floor changes in the chemical condition of the

beam that brings down section of floor but materials
leaves the building walls and other areas of Reasons for changes in the material are often

floor intact localized-- representing the result of exposure to light air water

deterioration in portions of system not yet earth or other materials and to changes in

causing regional failure for example temperature Additionally intervention by

moisture rotting window sill and living animals and plants can cause physical

individualized-- representing failure limited or chemical changes and sometimes failure

to particular part or singular component of At Fort McHenry failures due to inadequate

system for example paint peeling from original design physical change in material

wood column At Fort McHenry almost all and chemical change in material were noted

failures observed were of localized or

individualized nature and will be discussed in The discussion that follows addresses in detail

detail with each area of the fabric under the condition of Fort McHenry organized

review according to the location of the construction

The walls that define the Star Fort are

Failure categorized by rate of progression addressed first followed by the Ravelin and

Water Battery Underground structures that

Since failures are usually ongoing and exist within the various walled fortifications

progressive they may also be viewed in are included in the analysis Next the

relationship with time They may be buildings which inhabit the Star Fort are

categorized as either benign or malignant considered the Sally Port Magazine and

depending on the speed and degree with which Residential buildings Finally the more

existing failures are spreading creating removed structures the Civil War Powder

more pervasive deterioration Certain cracks Magazine and the Boundary Wall are

within walls may represent failures of considered
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illustration 1.1 Diagramatic section through the

Star Fort showing the relationship between the

scarp wall breast height wail and the parade

wall

STAR FORT

The Star Fort is addressed through the
English coursed brick surface is capped with

separate consideration of its three primary
total of 274 cordon stones of granite three

architectural and structural features
feet wide that project approximately eight

scarp wall breast height wall and
inches beyond the face of the brick These

parade wall The earthen features of the
coping stones are six inches thick at their

overall rampart that is the terreplein
exposed face have an irregular and thicker

between the parade and breast height walls
back upper surface and are of varying length

and the parapet between the breast height and
The exposed vertical height of the brick wall

the scarp are highlighted as they relate to
varies from 9-8 to 13-6 measured from

adjacent construction Recent problems
the current edge of the surrounding ditch to

related to the failure of the sod on the parapet
the underside of the cordon The wall has

and possible alternatives for the Park to
batter of 9.4 to 1.0 The approximate plan

consider are discussed in the Appendix
distance between salients of two adjacent

bastions measured at grade varies from

between 286 feet to 300 feet The total
la Scarp Walls

perimeter of the ramparts at the base is

1725 feet The area of the sloped surface is

Description
approximately 19320 square feet

containing in excess of two hundred ten
The scarp walls the outer sloped surfaces of

thousand exposed brick faces The bastion
the Star pentagon Fort form and define the

shoulders and salients are faced with quoins of

primary ramparts of Fort McHenry The
sandstone that course with five rows of brick



Two openings exist within the scarp walls

The primary one is located at the east wall of

the Sally Port and is described with that /7

structure The other opening is centered on /7

the curtain wall between Bastions Four and //

Five and provides access to the Postern

Drain twenty-one inch wide by five foot

high vaulted passage that connects the ditch to

the parade ground inside the fort The head

and jambs of the postern opening in the scarp

wall are trimmed with cut granite stones AT
eleven inches wide that project

WALL

approximately one inch out from the face of

the scarp The base of the opening is
COUNTERFORT

approximately three feet lower than adjacent EXTERIOR

grade and is surrounded by an open areaway
FORT WALL

sided with granite and accessed by four

granite steps The interior vaulted area of the

postern is made of coursed rubble covered

with cement parging

The current cross section of the scarp wall

structure is extrapolated from archeological

data and from discussions with Park staff

The overall height of the wall measured from

the underside of the cordon to the top of the

footing is approximately 5-6 but may Illustration 1.2 Plan diagram of counterfort

vary due to grade changes around the locations for Bastion One and the curtain wa/I

perimeter Cheek Balicki and Joseph between Bastions One and Two

1989 84 The top of the footing which

shows evidence of being partially dressed

stone in the form of flat upper surfaces

Joseph and Cheek 1985 p.24 projects
The thickness of the wall at point three

out from the face of the brick by
inches above the footing is approximately five

approximately eight inches The footing is one feet four inches confirmed by cores drilled

foot two inches thick The haphazard by Benatec during the installation in 1990 of

appearance of the stone arrangement of the drainage pipe and observed by Park Chief of

footing was noted
Maintenance Greg McGuire The wall section

...the wall is laid in approximately
is comprised of two feet of interlocking brick

three courses the upper and lower headers and stretchers backed by over three

courses comprised of fairly substantial feet of stone The thickness of the scarp at the

stones while the middle course is top directly below the cordon stone is

more of hodgepodge of smaller stones approximately five feet documented by ten

and chinking stones Gaps between the archeological test pits dug in 1984 Joseph

stones are the norm very few stones and Cheeks 1985 see Illustration 1.1

are flush and the gaps as wide as five

inches All stones are filled with Counterforts or perpendicular bracing walls

mortar Joseph and Cheek 1985 located behind the scarps inner surface exist

p.24
at Fort McHenry They are made of stone



Photograph 1.01 Side view of scarp curtain wail

between Bastions Two and Three with inset

detail of the brick This wall contains examples --.

of most of the problems noted on the scarp

including cracked spalled thrusting or missing

brick efflorescence patches not coursing with

adjacent brick poor pointing port/and cement

pointing and vegetal growth Photo 1991



well keyed to the walls main backup compare with earlier cross sections or with

stonework and rise four inches higher in top the 1840 plan of Fort McHenry by Capt

elevation The well constructed appearance of Henry Thompson and probably refers to the

these walls as compared to the foundations exterior slope of the parapet or to the slope of

was striking to archaeologists JC 1985 the counterscarp at that time The general

43 Five counterforts are located behind configuration of the batter of the fort scarp

the curtain wall face each is forty four walls as seen today reflect an appearance

inches wide spaced between twenty one and following the Thompson renovations and very

twenty two feet apart on center The group of close if not identical to the original 1803

counterforts is centered on the curtain wall construction These assumptions have been

Counterforts were not found at the curtain partially confirmed through the archeological

angles JC 1985 41 single studies carried out during the 1980s The

counterfort was documented at the center of base of the outside face of the brick scarp

each face and flank wall of Bastion One which above the footing was uncovered and dated to

is assumed to be typical throughout the 1838 episodes and the termination of the

Illustration .2 The perpendicular depth of top of the inside face of stone brick and slate

the counterforts is approximately five feet fill below the cordon stone was similarly

or equal to the thickness of the wall itself placed

Historical Data The repair and maintenance of the scarp wall

began soon after the original construction was

The construction of the scarp wall was completed Such activity has been required

substantially complete as early as August throughout the walls history In 1805 the

1800 when the Secretary of War received condition of the walls was reported as

written notification from the Fort commander wretched TN 104 In 1829 the

to that effect Sheads Notes 1991 p1 The cordon stones and the brick face below for

earliest drawn plan configuration dates from distance of about two feet required repointing

1803 Thompson and Newcomb 1974 In 1837 Thompson reported on the entire

104 The Poussin site plan of 1819 and the repair of the scarp wall including brick

Thompson plan of Ca 1833 confirm the removal and replacement where necessary

arrangement In 1838 measurements sent to entire repointing and the installation of new

Washington listed average length of fronts cordon stones TN p.46 It is possible that

291 feet consistent with present day during this period of repair the additional

findings of 291.2 feet The ditch adjacent to course of brick which appears today

the scarp wall was aligned with the top of the immediately under the cordon stone and

footing in 1838 an aspect established running over the quoins from Bastion One to

through archeological investigations in the the left flank of Bastion Three was placed

1970s and 1980s Rutsch1974 JC Thompson had noted two years earlier that the

1984 and CBJ1989 Its current ramparts of the fort were not level TN
elevation with minor adjustments dates 43 The brick course may have been an

from the demolition of the sites hospital attempt to bring the overall elevation into

buildings in 1929 TN 1974 p.112 closer alignment

The batter of the scarp wall of approximately Requirements for brick repair and repointing

nine to one is indicated on section details reemerged as soon as two years after

included in the Poussin site plan of 1819 In rebuilding in 1839 again in 1842 and

1838 however measurements of the wall again in 1845 TN pp 49 55 108 In

were sent to Washington including batter 1856 frost had heaved the top four to five feet

of scarp fort -- 1-1/2 to This does not of the scarp and caused the walls to bulge
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Photograph 1.02 Quoins at the right shoulder of

Bastion Five On the left 1958 photograph

from Lee Nelsons HABS report on the Fort On

the right 1991 documentation of the same

stones Mortar washes have been applied to the

surface of all but three of the stones The long

term benefits and drawbacks of such protection

on these stones should be carefully monitored in

the field Photographic documentation over time --
is essentiaL Left photograph by Boucher .-.-



TN p.59 requiring more rebuilding and features CBJ 1989 27 For

repointing In 1882 an estimate of $1000 example no indications of weep holes or other

was made for repointing the entire scarp drainage accommodation incorporated within

which was apparently completed the following or near the existing wall footing could be

year In 1884 portions were repaired and located Dye tests conducted in 1984 to track

repointed again as in 1891 In 1929 the water infiltration through the scarp wall

scarp walls were in very bad condition under proved inconclusive but did indicate moisture

the Armys administration it was necessary migration through eighteen courses measured

to completely rebuild the wall for some up from the bottom of the wall and no

distance TN 84 Some cordon stones migration through the footing JC 1985

were replaced and zinc flashing installed 63 The 1984 Benatec engineering report

determined that the construction then in place

Since the National Park Service took control was insufficiently capable of either

of the site in 933 additional brick repair preventing rain water from gaining access to

and repointing have been frequently the rear of the wall or ii providing relief

necessary Work has been accomplished both for trapped water behind the scarp After

by using Park maintenance personnel and by evaluating several alternative solutions

issuing outside contracts In 1975 plan to correct deficiencies was adopted By

substantial project was undertaken which the end of 1990 three major actions were

included the repointing of about fifteen completed installation of clay cap on the

percent of the scarp and repair realignment scarp wall below the sod parapet throughout

and repointing of some of the cordon stones the Star Fort ii introduction of drainage

Since that time spot patching and pipes located approximately six feet apart

replacement of brick has taken place most positioned three inches above the top of the

notably two areas at the base of the curtain footing and extending beyond the inner face of

wall between Bastion One and Two one area the scarp wall by nine inches and
iii

the

near the ground in the center of the right face introduction of foundation drainage system

of Bastion Two and an area adjacent to the parallel to the base of the exposed faces This

shoulder quoins on the right flank of Bastion foundation drainage work accomplished be-

Three Bricks for these patches were salvaged tween the salients of Bastion One and Bastion

from demolished Maryland church Three connects to new collector drain

located in the center of the ditch for this

The presence of moisture behind the walls its region It is still too soon to determine the

migration through the wall and all the related extent of benefits that this work will have on

deleterious effects that these conditions have the requirements for scarp wall maintenance

on such construction have plagued Fort

McHenry since its beginning The water Coatings on the brick surface of the scarp

problems have been significant factor in the have existed at various times throughout its

large amount of maintenance constantly history The earliest historical reference to

required Between 1972 and 1990 such was in 1829 when report

concerted effort was made to research the recommended thick wash of water cement

walls drainage difficulties including original being laid on the face of the scarp TN
construction intent and to devise and 105 In 1839 Thompson reported the

implement methods to mitigate the problem whole the scarpj coated with cement

Three archeological investigations were wash TN 49 In 1856 the reporting

conducted Rutsch 1974 JC 1985 and officer wanted to give all of the scarp walls

CBJ 1989 which concluded that the ...a fresh coat of cement confirming the

original design and construction of the scarp existence of earlier coatings In 1882 the

wall did not contain significant drainage walls of the fort were colorwashed TN



Photograph 1.03 Left flank of Bastion Five As

with majority of the north facing scarp walls

this area is conducive for vegetation The

growths undermine the mortar integrity and

leave the wall exposed to greater damage during

the freeze-thaw cycle Photo 1991

____
wI _____

Photograph 1.04 Detail of moss and lichen

growth on the left face of Bastion One another
_____

north oriented scarp wall Photo 1991
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Photograph 1.05 General view of the curtain

wall between Bastion One and Two and the side

view of the right flank of Bastion Two The

organic growth the variable surface brick

condition and the brick failure at the base of the

curtain are visible Photo 1991

.--
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Photograph 1.06 Detail of the brick failure at

the east side of the right face of Bastions Two
Above the area of missing brick large number

of shear cracks are evident in region where

portland cement was used in repointing

1...

ir ...

/__
L1

Photograph 1.07 Close up detail of the shear

crack seen in the photograph above segment

repointed with portland cement during two

different episodes has failed to move relative to

neighboring brick causing forces that have

cracked the masonry in four locations

11
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Photograph 1.08 Detail at the left flank of _______________
Bastion Four under the cordon stone For __-
unknown reasons brick patch fails to maintain

the typical English coursing Photo 1991

II/

.5...

Photograph 1.09 Detail of patch right face of

Bastion Two The patch intentionally maintains

the original wall alignment The brick above

which is bowed outward will be replaced to align

with the patch Photo 1991

_____ __
jill_-a i1. ___

Photograph 1.10 Detail of poor repointing with

portland cement right face of Bastion Two

Bricks have lost over of surface and been

thrust back due to the pointing covering the brick

13



Photograph 1.11 Right shoulder of Bastion

Three showing an area of recent patch and

condition of surrounding brick Photo 1991

For detail see photograph 1.13

Photograph 1.12 Left shoulder of Bastion Four

Quoins are dirty but generally intact The left

face scarp wall is primarily sound and the cordon

stones aligned Photo 1991

14
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Photograph 13 Scarp wall brick detail right

flank of Bastion Three near the shoulder The \.S.r

recent patch is successful in mortar composition

and pointing technique but brick color is too ..
uniform and in distinct contrast with adjacent

aged and uncleaned materiaL Neighboring area ...

with portland cement mortar and extensive --
cracking requires rebuilding Photo 1991 \J

... C.l

15



109 In 1891 gray wash was applied to mortar and the face of the brick severely

the walls of the scarp In 1917 ...all limits reuse of the brick in future patching

exposed brick masonry the scarp were Often the affected brick cannot be stripped of

scraped and painted with magnite color the mortar without excessive destruction of

water paint which has adhered very well the brick structure and shape Photograph

TN 112 The paint was removed during 1.07 The large number of small mortar

or soon after the 1929 renovations and since repairs indicates that the mortar condition

that time the brick of the scarp walls has has been continuous problem

remained exposed
Some early brick patching fails to replicate

Currently several areas of the scarp brick the existing coursing An inexplicable and

maintain yellowish coating that may date to puzzling patch on the left face of Bastion

some of these earlier treatments Generally Three Photograph 1.08 has vertical

this condition can be seen on brick alignment of brick joints through four to five

immediately under the cordon stones and is horizontal courses Some early pointing

most noticeable on the right flank of Bastion covers too much of the face of the brick

One the left flank of Bastion Two and the allowing water to more easily enter and

right face of Bastion Five visually altering the brick-to-joint

relationship Photograph 1.10

Condition The most recent brick patches are well

executed relative to pointing and alignment

The typical condition of the scarp walls of the The high lime mortar color is acceptable but

Star Fort is of weathered brick and mortar stands out against the variable and age-stained

with some open joints and minor cracks adjacent material The new patches have

Photograph 1.01 There are numerous attempted to respect the original line of the

areas where the exposed brick surfaces are wall an example may be seen in the lower

pitted sometimes to the extent that 1/8 or center of the right face of Bastion Two

more of material is missing Earlier episodes Photograph 1.09 This accentuates current

in removing wall coatings may account for bulges in adjacent brick above the patch but

much of this condition Walls facing north the condition is necessary until these other

particularly the left flank of Bastion Five the areas are repaired

right face of Bastion One and the curtain wall

between Bastions One and Two sustain The color of the brick in the patches is less

considerable lichen and moss growth acceptable too uniform and more peach in

Photographs .03 .04 color than the original brick Photograph

1.13 The contrast is very strong against the

As many as five different types of mortar have uncleaned fields of adjacent brick

been identified through visual analysis by

Park mason Jack Harthousen including Cordon stones are generally in excellent

numerous areas with high portland cement condition aligned and pointed small shift of

content This mortar is stronger than the about one inch was noted in one joint near the

composition of the adjacent brick and during center of the curtain wall between Bastion One

the freeze-thaw cycle it causes the brick to and Two

crack and spall rather than failing itself

Areas of the wall pointed with this mortar The sandstone quoins at the shoulders and

have tended to fail as single component with salients of all the Bastions exhibit range of

up to ten square feet of surface brick coming deterioration and variety of patching

loose as unit The strong bond between this techniques including cementatious coatings

17



Photograph 1.14 Interior of the Postern

between Bastions Four and Five looking toward

the parade ground The loose paint and

cementatious coatings and the stains in the vault

area are all indications of water and moisture

migration The conduits carry electrical supply

to the underground structures of the water

battery Photo 1991

1IJ

Photograph 1.15 Detail of cracked cement _____________________________________________

coating and adjacent area of missing coating

interior of Postern The mortar between stones

has disintegrated Photo 1991

18



None currently demonstrate failure excessive efflorescence below each crack Photograph

enough to warrant replacement Photograph 1.14 The parging has pulled away from the

1.02 Their condition however should be ceiling and failed totally in one location on

monitored over time Ledges exist between the side wall Photograph 1.15 At the

some of the stones that can hold water and failure and behind some of the cracks the

these should be pointed with sympathetic pointing between the stones was visible and

material to create sloped wash to prevent appeared to be deteriorated to the point of

additional water related degradation serving no useful function The damaged

parging is probably the result over long

substantial amount of the damage to the periods of time of water entry through the

surface bricks appears to be related to water roof and sides of the postern during and after

infiltration through the face of the material heavy rains After rains the interior is damp

The cracks and bulges that exist are limited in and the floor covered with mud some of which

size and are related to localized problems appeared to be outwash from the parade

rather than overall wall instability Several years ago sink hole was reported in

Photograph 1.01 the terreplein above thePostern and its

origin assumed to be related to silt washing

There is some damage that indicates more through the postern walls That hole was

serious conditions than water entry through partially excavated and filled with concrete to

the exposed brick faces The surface pitting of attempt to hault further erosion There is no

the brick tends to be worse near grade and effective way to stop the water and silt

the instances of bricks failing and leaving penetration through the walls of the Postern

voids in the wall are much more frequent structure without removing the surrounding

within three feet of the ground Examples of exterior earth rebuilding and repointing the

such areas that show local failure due to stone structure and applying waterproofing

complete loss of multiple bricks include from the outside

several areas along the base of the curtain

wall between Bastion One and Two and the

right flank and face of Bastion Two lb Breast Height Walls

Photograph .05 This could be the result

of rising damp water trapped behind the Description

walls or both The perimeter drains and

parapet clay cap installed in 1990 hopefully The breast height walls form the interior

will mitigate both problems The damage now structure of the parapet and retain earth

visible may be the result of water trapped back from the adjacent infantry banquette

before the new drainage was installed This The configuration provided protection for the

can be verified through the use of series of infantry from enemy fire The breast height

small test holes to permit moisture walls at Fort McHenry are of common bond

measurement within the walls From the brick capped with 2-1/2 inch thick

plotting of moisture gradients under different sandstone coping that projects forward of the

weather conditions the effectiveness of the face of the brick between two inches to nine

existing water protection and persistance of inches depending upon location Six inch long

other water problems can be determined metal cramps one inch wide are set in lead

Soluble salts can be detected this way also and link majority of the stones The walls

extend along the entire parapet interrupted

The Postern vaulted area shows no signs of only by the structure of the Sally Port and

stress related damage but the structure by the sets of stairs at the southeast side of

cannot be judged completely stable The Bastion Three and the tip of Bastion Four and

parging is badly cracked with large area of Five
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The overall length of the wall is Little mention is made of the subsequent

approximately 1560 feet The average condition of the breast height walls until the

exposed height of the wall varies from 2-O Armys 1929 restoration efforts Broken

to 3-6 measured from the adjacent grade to stone copings were then repaired or replaced

the underside of the coping stone Metal and new zinc flashing installed under the

flashing is visible immediately below the stone TN p.86 Fill was added to the

coping Earth forming the interior slope of terreplein and resulted in the concealment of

the parapet covers some of the top and all of the Civil War gunmounts This is still evident

the rear of the coping today where on Bastion Five the ground is

level with the top of an exposed pintle block

The typical cross section of the wall has been indicating nearly one foot of fill In the

established through archeological 1930s brick walkway was introduced along

investigations JC 1985 39 see the length of the ramparts above the breast

Photograph .22 The overall height of the height walls between Bastion Three and Five

wall including the footing is 7-6 The

thickness of the footing is 2-6 The wall In 1974 recommendations were made to

thickness is approximately sixteen inches reset breast height capstones which had

The interior buried face of the wall is slipped out of alignment and to reconstruct

parged the lower portions with redish these walls where the bricks had pushed out

sandy mortar and the upper portions with TN 209 In the early 1980s thirty

lime mortar five foot segment of the wall at the right face

of Bastion Five was rebuilt In 1984 wall

Historical Data distress was noted between Bastion Four and

Five where the wall had thrust out of

At the original completion of Fort McHenry in alignment and was demonstrating local failure

1803 there were no masonry walls at the due to horizontal shear forces Benatec

current breast height wall location The 1984

sodded interior slope of the parapet angled

down to the banquette to provide protection Condition

The first breast height walls were installed in

the fall of 1836 In October 1837 Lt Henry Typically the brick and mortar in the breast

Thompson reported ...the Parapet of the height walls of the Star Fort are weathered

Fort has been strengthened by brick and slightly damaged Large areas of brick are

Revetment three feet high with suitable slightly pitted and the joints have minor

foundation TN 46 In October of cracks and small open areas The portion of

1839 this wall had settled considerably and the wall within six inches of grade in many

was reported as having been partially cases exhibits signs of water damage

dismantled rebuilt with an additional specifically open joints mortar deterior

eighteen inches of height covered with zinc ation moss growth efflorescence and deeply

and capped with sandstone TN 48 51- eroded brick faces Photograph 1.16

The general appearance of the current majority of the capstones are extremely

breast height walls date from this period eroded and often cracked or shifted outward

Photograph 1.17 In several areas cramps

In 1844 Lt Beauregard then engineer are missing and water has entered the holes

assigned at the Fort reported the preparation and through the freeze-thaw cycle spalled off

of clap boarding for the interior slopes of corners of the caps Photograph .21

the parapets of the fort TN 56
Evidence of its existence has been documented The breast height walls exhibit damage caused

in the field CJ 1985 pp 12 38 by structural instability Approximately one
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Photograph 116 Typical detail breast height

wall parallel to the left face of Bastion Two near -4 irj1

the shoulder Weathered brick deteriorated

coping stones and vegetal growth are common rt

Photo 1991

itm
N.

.-
--

Photograph 17 Missing and cracked coping

stone at breast height wall parallel to the right

face of Bastion Three Photo 1991
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Photograph 1.18 View of breast height wa/I __________________________________________
from the corner of Bastion Two toward Bastion

Three Corner cracks in the brick and

deteriorated coping stones are evident Photo

199

Photograph 1.19 Detail at the corner pictured

above The missing coping reveals break in the .._
zinc flashing below allowing water penetration

The brick and joint failure is partly due to lack

of expansion joints built into the walL Photo

1991
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Photograph 1.20 Corner detail of the breast

height wall on the right of the gorge at Bastion

Five The corner has cracks failed mortar and

brick thrust forward and dislodged Photo 1991

UIIAIt

___

Photograph 1.21 Detail of the top of the -I

sandstone coping stones near the corner

described above Cracks voids from previous

metal cramp locations and weed growth combine

to foster continued deterioration Photo 1991
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Photograph 1.22 Left shoulder of Bastion IV

The foundation and pintle block for one of the

1841 garrison guns was uncovered during an

archeological investigation for drainage features

See Charles Cheek et 1989 Photograph by

Scott Sheads 1988

-_

EJjrJ
\\ _l

...I

Photograph 1.23 Breast height wall parallel to

the curtain between Bastion Two and Three

Mortar between bricks under the coping stone is

cracked allowing vegetation to propagate

Photo 1991
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third of the walls have cracks running full terreplein surface of the ramparts The

height The cracks are currently active as is overall length of the wall is in excess of 700

shown by the recurrence of the cracks in the feet With one exception discussed below the

repairs The typical outside corners between wall is made of random coursed ashlar stone

walls have as built rounded corners with capped with granite coping that projects

two to three foot diameter The majority of approximately three inches beyond the

the corners are cracked either full height or exposed face of the wall These coping stones

from the top partially downward Photograph are approximately eighteen inches wide vary

.19 There are several cases where the in thickness from four to six inches and vary

cracks are associated with outward tilting or in length The terreplein surface aligns with

shifting of the upper portion of the wall for the top of the coping The wall is continuous

example at the gorge of Bastion Five except for thirteen foot break centered at

Photograph .20 and in the long runs that the Sally Port arched opening and for an

connect Bastions Three and Four and Bastions opening at one of the two granite stairs The

Four and Five The former area is in the stair that breaks the wall is of five risers

process of regional failure located at the west end of the No Enlisted

Mens Barracks Photograph 1.25 The

Thermal movement of the walls especially other stair set entirely within the parade

the long walls parallel to the curtains is ground is located between the two Enlisted

probable cause of the corner cracks The wall Mens Barracks Photograph 1.26 Two

cross section has footing with relatively stone pedestals sixteen inches square and

small horizontal projection which lessens twenty-three inches high each ornamented

the walls resistance to overturning Finally with ten inch Rodman shell mark the

the water damage visible suggest that the parade wall commencement and termination

parapet may not be or have been draining The walls height increases from low at the

properly If water is retained the horizontal piers of fifteen inches to maximum of 4-9

pressure on the wall will be significantly achieved opposite Bastion One and Bastion

increased It appears that the condition of the Five The slope allows the terreplein surface

breast height walls is combination of the to ramp from the level of the Sally Port

effect of these factors Rebuilding the outside entrance up to its typical elevation on the

corners with control joints and bracing the rampart The wall is relatively constant in

earth side should be examined as way of height between Bastion One and Bastion Five

decoupling the factors It was noted by park 2-3 by 4-7 opening in the wall behind

historian Scott Sheads that the remains of as the No Enlisted Mens Barracks provides

many as 16 gun traverses are still evident on access to the Postern drain painted metal

the terreplein between Bastion Three and gate with seven vertical and three horizontal

Five Photograph .22 If the walls are straps secures the opening The gate is

rebuilt in these areas the status and degree of surrounded by cut granite projecting out from

protection afforded to the traverse remains the surface of the wall by three inches The

should be determined beforehand eight inch high stone head extends beyond the

jambs by three inches Inside the opening

ic Parade Wall six granite steps descend to the sloped brick

floor of the Postern

Description
The exception to the walls stone material

The parade wall or revetment as it was occurs directly behind the Magazine where

sometimes referred to historically forms the common coursed brick is used The coping is

retaining structure that separates the parade granite and matches the walls other cap

ground inside the fort from the higher stones The wall is located approximately two
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Photograph 1.24 Detail of the Parade Ground

wall showing the transition between the 1834 \T
ashlar granite and the earlier brick segment

constructed behind the powder magazine Both

walls appear sound and in good condition The

plastic conduit contains telephone wiring and is

distracting modern attachment Photo 1991 .__

27

Photograph 1.24: Detail of the Parade Ground 
wall, showing the transition between the 1834 
ashlar granite and the earlier brick segment 
constructed behind the powder magazine. Both 
walls appear sound and in good condition. The 
plastic conduit contains telephone wiring and is a 
distracting modern attachment. Photo, 1991. 
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Photograph 1.25 Parade wall stair between the

magazine and the Junior Officers Quarters The

granite risers are in good condition although ..
several slope slightly inward which will cause

more water damage over time The metal railing

ca 1967 is not historic Photo 1991

__ __

Photograph 1.26 Parade wall stair between the

two barracks The granite risers re/aid in

1885 are in good condition The space behind the ________

top riser a//owed surface water from the parade

ground to drain toward the postern The metal

railing ca 1967 is not historic Photo 1991
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feet from the rear of the Magazine The toward the parade ground at its

connections between the stone parade wall and commencement and termination pedestals In

this brick portion occur at slight angles and the late 930s these flaired portions were

represent the only irregularities in the plan eliminated and in 1985 the original

layout of the overall wall foundations uncovered and documented In

Ca 1967 the granite steps received metal

Historical Data handrails

The parade ground as originally laid out was The wall since its construction has required

surrounded by bank of sodded earth that various repairs In 1845 portion of the

sloped up to the higher earthen terreplein wall in the rear of the officers quarters

Prior to 1829 brick revetment wall was needed repointing TN p.108 In 1857

constructed to the rear of the Magazine problems arose concerning the drainage

undoubtedly to keep the moisture of the sloped around the Magazine especially the narrow

earth from coming in direct contact with the area behind it The ground there had settled

magazine walls In that year it was reported so much that water would not drain away and

that this wall lacked coping and that the was reported as getting inside the magazine

resulting damage would require rebuilding the If such settlement had occurred it is likely

uppermost two feet and adding coping that the adjacent brick parade wall also

TN 105 This brick wall is still required some rebuilding In 1884 the coping

evident behind the magazine incorporated of the ramp leading to Bastion Five was

into the later stone wall repaired year later both sets of granite

steps were reset TN 110 and the

When Lieut Henry Thompson arrived at the coping adjacent to them repaired In 1929

fort in the fall of 1833 his first instruction ...it was necessary to do considerable

from the Chief of Engineering in Washington rebuilding of the inside wall of the Star Fort

called for the construction of stone enclosure wall and replacing of the stone

revetment wall around the parade ground copings ...these all required zinc flashing

TN 39 The chiefs description installed under them TN 86 Repair

suggested stone coping of Connecticut was again required in 1975 when portion

granite inches thick and at least 18 inches of the wall between Bastion Four and Five

wide to project four inches over the face of southwest of the postern entrance was

the wall stone pointing with hydraulic rebuilt In 1984 the wall was reported in

cement using large proportion of sand and excellent condition with good alignment and no

the wall backfilled with stone chips laid noticeable distress or leakage Benatec

carefully and without mortar TN 105 1984 p.7
This work was accomplished during the fall of

1833 and completed in 1834 TN 51 Condition

Besides controlling the erosion problems that

had been encountered with the sloped earth With the exception of the low section of wall

and preventing water runoff at the ramparts on either side of the sally port and the

from flooding the parade ground the wall gave portion behind the magazine the parade walls

more space and air circulation to the areas are in excellent condition Photograph

behind the barracks CBJ 1989 11 1.28 They show few cracks in the mortar

The existence of the ramped areas adjacent to no bulges or other movement in the stone and

the sally port and of two sets of granite steps not staining directly attributable to water pen
from the parade ground to the terreplein were etration No special investigation is needed

recorded in reports of 1840 TN pp 53

107 The wall originally flaired inward The low walls show some signs of outward
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Photograph 1.27 Detail of the parade ground

wall northwest of the Sally Port entry retaining

the ramp to the terreplein Below the coping

stone the wall stones are missing and the mortar

deteriorated Photo 1991 --

i... ___________
________________

___i1 ____
Photograph 1.28 General view of the corner of

______
the parade ground wall near the end of the No
Barracks The corner is sound and the mortar

uncracked Photo 1991
.--

...-

-.1.
.1

_U
..u

J1.
-...---__

Photograph 1.29 Parade ground wall near the

magazine The wall is sound The plastic conduit 4-.U
containing telephone wires detracts Photo
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Photograph 30 General view of the parade

ground wall behind the No Enlisted Mens
Barracks portion of this wall to the right of

the pastern entry was rebuilt in 1974 The wall .-
is aligned and in very good condition Photo --

1991

_\I
n.

_________________
Ii ____

.-

Photograph 1.31 Detail of postern entry in the ___

parade wall seen in the photograph above The

condition of the masonry joints is very good

Photo 1991
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motion and stone loss Photograph .27

Since they are retaining less soil than the

typical portions of parade wall it is not

likely that this motion is caused solely by

earth pressure They may be less well built

or thinner due to their height There is

slightly higher non-soil live load in these

areas caused by the pedestrian footpath but

it is unlikely that this additional load is

significant It represents only small

percentage of the existing earth loading Since

overturning instability tends to be

progressive the slight outward tilt of these

walls will eventually become higher

priority problem test pit to expose the

rear of one of the walls should be made in the

future to permit stability calculation

The brick portion of the wall immediately

behind the magazine shows no signs of

movement or distress Photograph .24

The faces of the brick are heavily pitted and

the mortar is cracked and spalled This

condition is also evident at the base of the

magazine wall itself This area serves as

drainage for any rainwater coming off the

magazine rear face or the adjacent terreplein

This coupled with the difficulty in using

proper techniques in pointing and other

maintenance due to the limited space is

probably responsible for the brick condition

There are currently no signs of standing

water in the alley However the existence

of moisture related damage on the interior of

the magazine is seen there with the spalling

plaster and flaking paint Drainage

improvements around the foundation of the

magazine are discussed with that structure

The exterior brick wall should receive

attention during all regular maintenance and

any changes monitored carefully
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Photograph 2.01 Exterior view of the Rave/in

from the northwest ca 1938 The brick surface

drain shown on site plans since the 1830s was

removed in the 1950s

RAVELIN

Description
sally port are each battered back similar to

the main scarp walls of the ravelin for

The ravelin forms and defines the detached length of forty five feet in from the shoulders

battlement located 62 feet east of the Star They terminate at the vertical brick walls

Forts Sally Port centered between Bastion
12 feet high that enclose the ravelin

One and Bastion Five The appearance of the
magazine Each of these magazine walls

scarp walls cordons and parapet is similar
contains an arched opening protected with

to that of the fort itself but the sizes of many painted iron gate Hinge stones and locking

elements are slightly reduced The brick
stones of granite are built into and flush with

scarp walls of the two main faces are 127 feet
the brick wall

long and vary in height from 7-8 to 1O-3
measured from grade to the underside of the

The magazine interior has two chambers

cordon The cordon stones are of granite five
vestibule connecting the two entry doorways

inches at its face and project out from the
and an inner room forming the magazine

face of the brick by an average of five inches proper The wood floor of the vestibule is

The sandstone quoins at the salient angles are
reached from either exterior opening by

slightly under eleven inches in height and granite steps with ten risers each Brick

course with four rows of brick not five as wing walls flank the sides of the stairs The

the fort The two gorge walls opposite the
vestibule space has barrel vaulted ceiling
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OUTER BRICK
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BRICK COUNTERFORT

DITCH

SCALE OF FEET

Illustration 2.01 Diagrama tic section through

the Rave/in showing the relationship between the

scarp wall and breast height wall

The storage area is reached by single passage
is flanked on either side by simpler vertical

protected by two sets of doors The space is
brick retaining walls each shielding two

enclosed with tapered barrel vault whose additional granite pintle blocks The side

orientation is perpendicular to the vestibule
walls average 50 feet in length and three feet

vault Walls throughout are of exposed brick in height The walls are capped here with

The vaults are inherently stable and do not single course of header brick

rely upon the superimposed earth for

structural integrity
typical cross section through the ravelin is

extrapolated from archeological data obtained

The ravelin earthen parapet contains
in 1984 JC 1985 pp 43-46

revetment or breast height wall that in
Illustration 2.01 and differs from that

construction detail is visually similar to the encountered on the Star Fort itself Two

water battery revetments central three separate walls are interconnected with

riser six sided wall surrounds the central
crosswalls The outer exposed scarp wall is

granite pintle platform containing the
2-8 thick of brick and separated from the

transverse circle and 15 inch cannon These inner 2-3 thick wall by 18 inches

walls are capped with rowlock brick some measured at the top of the wall The scarp

with special wedged shapes to resolve
wall maintains its thickness and slopes while

coursing at the included angles Metal strap
the inner wall is vertical This creates

anchors secure the sides of the coping brick at wedge shaped intersticial space when viewed

their exposed stepped ends This central area
in section that is bridged by
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tin Traverses were laid for seven guns At

the same time the tunnel entrance was bricked

up and the revised entry to the fort appeared

much as it does today TN 48-9

TOR Similar to the Star Fort clapboarding was

laid against the interior slope of the parapet

in 1844 The powder magazine was con

structed within the Ravelin in 1866 and the
CaL

revetments for the central area with pintle

platform for the 15 gun were built TN
115 In 1883 the ravelin was repointed

cc2
Since that time the structure has received

treatment similar to that of the Star Fort

cROSSWALLS

--

The dry moat surrounding the ravelin

photograph 2.01 was reconstructed in

possv 1929 but did not conform to the 1813

profile configurations of five feet deep and

OR thrity-five feet wide The dry moat feature
WALL

was further compromised in 1926 when

parking lot was constructed in the area The

Illustration 2.02 Plan diagram of scarp walls lot was relocated in 1964 but the dry moat

counterforts and crosswalls at the Ravelin was not restored

salient angle

In 1974 water penetration into and through

the sidewalls of the magazine was observed

crosswalls In plan view these crosswalls TN 207 This condition was

are approximately 18 inches wide placed photographically documented as early as

approximately 4-6 on center creating 1938 Photograph 2.09
ratio of non-wall to wall of two to one The

void is filled with earth The foundation of the Over 50% of the exposed exterior scarp

ravelin is of brick approximately 19 fl masonry was repointed in the 1975

thickness and projects approximately preservation and stabilization effort

inches beyond the base of the scarp At the noticeable bulge within the scarp wall in the

salient the top of the footing is 2-5 below
region of the original tunnel was recorded in

the adjacent grade JC 1985 1984 Benatec This area was subse

quently patched by Park staff using brick

Historical Data salvaged from demolished Maryland church

The ravelins function was to help protect The surface coating history paralleled that of

defend and limit access to the fort proper It the Star Fort Two documented coatings

was initially built in 1813 triangular include an 1829 cement wash application and

mound of earth with battered brick walls an 1891 gray wash TN 115
Due to failure of the masonry to properly

set the structure was almost completely Condition

rebuilt within year Passage to the fort was

routed by tunnel whose opening commenced The scarp walls in the ravelin are generally

in the ravelins north face The revetment in the same condition as those in the Star Fort

walls within the ravelins parapet were Missing brick was noted in an area near grade

completed in 1839 with the caps covered in
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Photograph 2.02 Rave/in exterior showing the

intersection of the north breast height wa/I with 4J
the gorge scarp Due to forces of expansion the

breast height wa// is placing excessive loads on

the scarp causing bulges and deterioration of the

brick be/ow the cordon stones Photo 1991

uI-\.Iij f.
.r
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Photograph 2.03 Ravelin scarp wall facing

southeast Alignment of brick and cordon stones

are in above average condition Photo 1991

-U

Photograph 204 Rave/in breast height wall _____________

The wall has shifted and bulged outward Mortar ____
______________

patches from past repairs continues to fail
____________ --

Photo 1991 ___________

--
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Photograph 205 Corner detail at the Civil War

breast height surround of the Rodman cannon

Bnck is in exceptionally good condition but

corner cramps require repositioning Photo

1991 ... ..
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Photograph 2.06 interior entry to rave/in

magazine Brick is pitted and requires some

repointing The conduit supplies electricity to the

magazine ceiling fluorescent light Photo 1991

Photograph 2.07 Detail at stair wing wall

raveiin entry Brick is cracked from the

exfoliation of metal cramp embedded under the

rowlock course Photo 1991
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Photograph 2.08 Interior of rave/in magazine
The general view indicates the extent of brick

staining efflorescence areas of mortar loss and

moisture deterioration of the wood plank floor

The dark stains on many of the bricks may be an 717 ..

exterior waterproofing compound leaching

through the walL Photos 1991 r--r-i.
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on the north face approximately midway

between the salient and the gorge

The magazine entry walls are extremely

pitted with the loss of up to 3/8 of the brick

faces This type of deterioration does not

threaten the wall as whole but is

progressive The bricks will erode more over

time and will eventually have to be replaced

The most significant exterior damage in the

ravelin is in the gorge wall to the north of the

magazine where the high scarp wall steps

down to the low scarp wall at the intersection

of the upper breast height wall Photograph

2.02 The portion of the high wall adjacent to

the intersection is bulging out and cracked

This condition appears similar to the cracked

outside corners of the breast height walls in

the Star Fort movement most likely thermal

expansion is pushing the breast height wall

Photograph 2.04 along its length and

bending outward the scarp wall that restrains Photograph 2.09 Rave/in interior Ca 1938

it The condition of the scarp indicates that immediately after new plank floor was

the problem is current If the scarp moves installed The walls were clearly stained at that

more it will need rebuilding The ravelin time

breast height wall is also cracked and in need

of rebuilding At that time an expansion joint
up to 3/4 in some areas sump pump is

could be installed between the end of the operational and effective in keeping the level

breast height wall to prevent recurrence of
of water below the existing wood plank floor

the damage The six-sided stepped portion of

the revetment wall surrounding the 15 The stains and dampness observed suggest that

cannon is in good condition but lack of normal
water is migrating from the exterior through

maintenance has resulted in an excessive
the roof and side walls of the underground

amount of vegetation growing in the mortar
structure The condition of any existing

joints Corner cramps have been bent out of
exterior waterproofing could not be

alignment and require repositioning
established during recent archeological

Photograph 2.05
investigations JC 1985 It is doubtful

considering the drainage information

The ravelins magazine and adjacent vestibule
uncovered at various locations throughout the

are exhibiting water related deterioration
fort to date that the magazines foundations

Brick walls are damp to the touch following
have any drainage piping

heavy rains and the lower five foot region is

stained with dark molds Efflorescence is
At both stair sidewalls in the vestibule the

evident particularly within the magazine
brick joints have cracked and broken apart

proper Photograph 2.08 The mortar in
due to the deterioration of the mortar and

many areas is very sandy and loose with possibly to the exfoliation of the metal cramps

little remaining strength Joints have eroded imbedded in the relatively thin section of

masonry Photograph 2.07
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Photograph 3.01 Water Battery as seen from

Bastion Three Ca 1938 Stakes seen in the ditch

marked the location for the new brick footpath

being installed The entry to magazine three is

clearly visible

WATER BATTERY

Description
coping Four areas of the water battery exist

with six-sided walls surrounding granite

The Water Battery at Fort McHenry consists
pintle platforms for the 15-inch Rodman

of series of revetment walls with total
cannons These walls are designed with

length in excess of 990 feet two magazines
stepped three riser configuration where

two bombproofs and traverse The works
each riser is capped with rowlock brick

are all located outside the Star Fort to the
Metal strap anchors secure the sides of the

south and west The irregular construction
coping brick at their exposed ends The

extends from the left shoulder of Bastion
remainder of the revetments are simpler

Three to the left shoulder of Bastion Five
vertical walls

separated therefrom by minimum of twenty

two feet Granite pintle blocks for twenty
The cross section of the water battery walls

four cannons are exposed Three brick flights
has been partially established through

of steps from the banquette to the higher
archeological data JC 1985 pp 49-50

parapet retained beyond the walls exist one at
lllus 3.01 The upper two to three feet of

the water batterys commencement near
wall is eighteen inches thick and shows signs

Bastion Three one between the two 15-inch
of slippage outward relative to the lower

cannons off Bastion Four and one near the 15-
construction This lower construction is

inch gun beyond Bastion Five The revetment
approximately 2-6 thick and extends to

walls are of common coursed brick average
point approximately fourteen inches above

between 3-8 and 4-6 high and are capped
current grade

with variety of brick configurations

including full stretcher courses narrow one
Water Battery Bombproofs

inch stretcher courses header courses and

rowlock courses There is no stone or metal
The two bombproofs are English coursed

brick barrel vaulted chambers completely
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Photograph 3.02 Bombproof Two during

replacement of exterior walls 1975 The impact

on the adjacent site was considerable

covered with earth and sod except for
used to anchor the exposed edge is built into

portions of their entry Bombproof One is
the brick single ventilator opening

located southeast of the right face of Bastion measuring approximately nine inches square

Five and is entered from the west Bombproof
is located in the vault Each bombproof has

Two is south of the Bastion Four salient and is
concrete floor which slopes to two foot

entered from the east The two works closely square opening in the floor located near the

mirror one another in plan configuration
stairway Bombproof Two has an operable

although Bombproof One is two feet shorter in sump pump currently in place Measured

length than Bombproof Two The main drawings of the Bombproofs are included in

chamber of each bombproof is approximately
the Appendix

14-O wide and 8-lO high measured to the

high point of the vault End walls are of

common bond brick and not perpendicular but Water Battery Magazines

skewed relative to the side walls of the vault

The wall arrangements parallel the faces of The two water battery magazines are

the adjacent bastions
structures completely covered with earth and

sod except for portions of their entryway

Each Bombproof is accessed by stairway of
doors Magazine Two is centered between

twelve curving granite risers four feet wide Bastion Four and Five and accessed from the

The access passage is flanked with brick and northwest Magazine Three is located

covered with its own sloping barrel vaulted southwest of the right face of Bastion Four

structure The inside face of the lower and has two entries one to the east and one to

portion of the stairway is sided by sloping
the west The two structures vary in design

brick wing wall two-inch wide metal strap
and are discussed separately
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Magazine Two has single brick entry half and one for the upper half of the opening

vestibule which projects out from the Beyond the gates are granite stairs leading

northwest side of the earthen mound The downward and covered with sloped brick

entry is secured with side hinged metal gate barrel vaults There are two separate

painted black The six foot long by four foot vestibules which provide independent access

wide vestibule area inside the gate is capped to the main barrel vaulted chamber The

with shallow gabled poured concrete roof floor where it remains is of wood plank

Immediately beyond the vestibule granite supported off of projected granite ledge at

stair with seven risers leads down to an the side walls and located about three feet

intermediate landing This first stair area is above the ground below It was not determined

four feet wide with sides of common coursed if this ground is earth or construction

brick and covered with brick barrel vault material The English coursed brick of the

that slopes at the angle of the stair From barrel vaults is unpainted Measured

either side of the intermediate landing set drawings of the magazine are included in the

of three granite risers provide access to the Appendix

magazines lower landing The overall stair

arrangement forms an exaggerated in The one traverse of the water battery

plan since the lower flights of stairs are construction is ten foot mound of earth

symmetrically angled oft the landing and not located off the left face of Bastion Five At its

perpendicular to the main entry flight base the mound measures approximately

Arched doorways 2-9 wide and 6-6 high twenty by thirty feet

lead from each lower landing to long narrow

middle chamber whose orientation is Historical Data

perpendicular to the main entry stair This

chamber has raised wood floor brick walls Construction of the water battery revetment

2-lO thick and brick barrel vaulted walls commenced in 1836 and was completed

ceiling 10-9 at its greatest height The in 1837 Materials for this original work

width of the chamber varies from 2-9 at the included 2500 feet of coping stone Almost

ends to 5-7 in the center result of the immediately problems with settlement

stair orientation on the opposite side of the required partial rebuilding in 1839 when

wall The length of the chamber is 20-O the walls were raised an additional 18 inches

central arched opening from this middle and covered with zinc but no coping stone

chamber gives access to the magazine proper TN p.114 Thirty nine guns were laid In

The magazine is 22-O long and diminishes circa 1843 two hot shot furnaces were

in width from maximum of 20-O to constructed to serve the outer battery below

approximately 0-O The construction is of Bastions Four and Five These foundations

brick with tapered barrel vault ceiling have not been investigated In 1844 clap-

similar in form to the Ravelin The wood boarding was laid on the interior slope of the

floor is at the same elevation as that in the water batterys parapet In 1865 five center

middle chamber pintle platforms for 15-inch guns were

placed one in the ravelin and four in the

Magazine Three has entry portals which are water battery TN p.115 Evidence of an

sloped and actually built into the earthen earthen infantry banquette shows on the gun

mound that covers the structure The mounts Also in 1865 plans for the two

openings are similar in design Each is magazines and bombproofs and single

flanked with side jambs of granite The traverse were prepared These were

arched head is made of rowlock brick which

corbels outward Each entry is secured with

two side hinged iron gates one for the lower
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Photograph 3.03 Water battery wall condition

of transition between new work 1989 and

original wall New wall coping does not

correspond with adjacent original Photo 1991

Photograph 3.04 Original water battery wall

adjacent to detail above Wall has failed through

out its base and diagonally from the center of the

pintle stone detail of the existing coping is

shown in photograph 3.06 Photo 1991

jj
Photograph 3.05 Water battery wall corner

Lack of adequate expansion joints and slippage

along the break between the first and second

erection of the wall may be seen Photo 1991
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Bombproof One and in 1989 160 foot

segment at the commencement of the battery

BRICK
off Bastion Three Bricks used on these

OUTER
BATTERY reconstructions were salvaged from
WALL

demolished Maryland church This latest

rebuilding uncovered four 1840-1898 gun
SLIPAGE

and mortar mounts which were not recorded

on previous plans

In 1974 the bombproofs were leaking with

standing water on the floors and

recommendations were put forward to
SCALE OF FEET

waterproof them TN pp 208 212 In

Illustration 3.01 Typical cross section through 1984 all water battery bombproofs and

the water battery walL The area of slipage in the magazines were noted as damp Magazine Two

wall may mark the portion rebuilt following the and Bombproof Two were least severe

walls original failure Bombproof One showed leakage inside of the

arched entryway Substantial leakage was

noted in Magazine Three but its sources could

completed by the end of 1866 TN 116-
not be traced Benatec 1984 pp 5-6 In

Repairs to the earthen slopes over the 1985 the results of archeological investi

water battery magazine probably No
gations over the vaults of Bombproof One and

TN p.117 occurred in 1881 and 1883 In
Magazine Three indicated structure coated

1887 all magazines were too damp to store
with bitumen which appeared in good

powder In 1892 the slopes of Magazine condition These explorations could not find

Three were again repaired In 1929 the
sources for the leaks JC 1985 pp.48

Army Quartermasters Office removed the
66 The area of archeological investigation

wooden single and double leaf doors to the was limitted to several square feet however

underground structures and replaced them
and cannot be relied upon to provide

with the current iron gates In 1929 all the
evaluation of the waterproofing throughout

underground structures were cleaned out and

repaired The revetment walls were repaired Condition

In the 1930s the brick stairs through the Water Battery Breast Height Walls

ramparts were added the one below Bastion

Five covered the original 1866 traverse Based on visual observation of condition the

stones and iron rails of the adjacent Rodman
retaining walls in the water battery other

cannon These were recently exposed during than those recently rebuilt are not stable

the relaying of the brick pathway They are in progressive state of local if not

regional failure Photographs 3.05 3.10
In 1975 rebuilding was completed on The exception to this assessment includes the

portion of the revetment walls surrounding set of four six-sided stepped walls surround-

Bombproof Two Twelve inch concrete
ing the Rodman cannons

masonry units filled solid with mortar cement

backed the four inch brick veneer Brick used The unstable walls show numerous vertical

included payers that were removed from an and diagonal cracks from the ground to the

adjacent path that was concurrently rebuilt
wall top both at the corners and throughout

with new brick Two additional areas were
the length of any given section Most of these

rebuilt with similar construction detail in
cracks are actively moving with newer

the mid-i 980s 75 foot segment west of
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Photograph 3.06 Water battery transition ..

between recent Ca 1985 replacement and orig- fF
inal wall Concerns over the brick/mortar color

and the nature of the brick coping have been ..

raised Remnants of thin brick coping exist in ./ii-

two locations on the original wall documented in .L4//

the lower photographs Photos 1991 \L_J\j
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Photograph 3.07 Ca 1935 stair through the

water battery to the parapet beyond Brick loss ..

at the side wa//is severe Photo 1991

.... -.
..

i-

Photograph 3.08 Metal cramp from the 1866

brickwork surrounding the Rodman cannon

Expansion of the metal may have caused the brick

failure Photo 1991
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cracks evident in repair pointing Many of horizontal and vertical joints of the wall face

the face cracks are adjacent to portions of the The short horizontal length of each piece of

wall that are bowed outward tilted outward the shape the vertical steps and the overall

or horizontally shifted outward Many segmented arrangement combine to make these

diagonal cracks are near the sides of the pintle areas structurally more stable than the long

block locations Photograph 3.04 straight walls Their cross section may also

be thicker Only normal maintenance

In addition to the stability related damage the procedures are needed at these locations

unrepaired walls show fairly extensive minor Brick steps through the revetment walls at

damage Approximately one third of the two locations have been poorly patched and

exposed brick faces are pitted or spalled and require partial if not total reconstruction

approximately one quarter of the mortar is Photograph 3.07

spalled or has been recently repaired The

deterioration is exacerbated by the movement Bombproofs

of the wall

The exterior walls of Bombproof One are in

The number of different copings on these state of progressive regional failure as

walls is curious The variety of configuration result of outward movement Photograph

may indicate various repair episodes during 3.10 As the wall tilts outward cracks

their history Several segments have thin appear where the walls are pulling apart

stretcher brick cap set above header Currently these cracks are evident at the west

course for example west of Magazine Three corner and just inside the arched entry

and also south of Bombproof Two Photograph Water is entering the structure through the

3.06 Further archeological study of these latter area of failure during heavy rains The

areas is suggested to determine if these exterior of Bombproof Two was rebuilt in the

copings were part of the original 1837 mid-i 970s and appears in very good

construction Although several archeological condition Photographs 3.12 3.13

efforts were conducted in the water battery

most were focused upon documentation of The vaulted interiors of both bombproofs are

original drainage intent Little has been structurally excellent with no signs of

established in the field concerning the cracks or bulges Photographs 3.09 3.14

historically correct coping Both however do show some signs of moisture

migration through the brick Each has some

The sections of breast height wall rebuilt in areas of efflorescence Both exhibit staining

the 1980s appear stable Their brick color below the ventilator opening in the side of the

and mortar color however are in clear vault Of the two currently Bombproof Two

contrast with the original wall Photograph is exhibiting more water infiltration The

3.06 In future reconstructions more brick within foot of the floor is damp

attention should be paid to these issues As following heavy rains The condition of the

mentioned above the simple stretcher course interior pointing is poorer damaged by water

coping on the new walls appears out of place to the extent that it is mostly sand and

extremely brittle

The stepped walls surrounding the Rodman

guns are typically in very good condition The Brick wing walls at the side of the entry

brick clearly distinct in color and surface stairs in both bombproofs are cracked in

texture from the other breast height walls areas near their ends Metal cramp anchors

and mortar are generally hard and uncracked have exfoliated and caused local brick and

The most critical deterioration is being caused mortar failures Photograph 3.09

by the presence of vegetation in some of the
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Photograph 3.09 Bombproof No view toward

entiy stair The crack in the stair wing wall is

caused by an exfoliated metal cramp The

efflorescence seen at the right side of the end _ii -.--/
wall is shown in the detail Photos 1991 rf

/i//Tj/JJ1-
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Photograph 3.10 Exterior view of the west ______________________________-
corner of Bombproof One The outward tilt and

twist of the southwest wall is visually evident

The crack on the northwest wall has been _______
repointed but has reopened since the repairs

Photo 1991 ______________________

..
...-

k.cC

Ir

j---j

Photograph 11 Exterior view of the southwest

wall of Bombproof One on the left The wall

dislocation is evident in the area of the repaired

crack Mortar is missing and bricks are loose

near the top of the crack The wall on the right is

water battery breast height wall rebuilt above

the original foundations in the mid-1980s

Photo 1991
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Photograph 3.12 Bombproof No exterior wall

and entry gate The area was reconstructed in

1975 using reinforced concrete block behind the

brick and is currently in sound condition Photo

1991 --

.j

2iii
\j

Photograph 3.13 Exterior end wall of Bombproof
No.2 rebuilt in 1975 Capstones were salvaged

from an adjacent pathway Condition is currently

sound Photo 1991

\\1
__________

pr. _________ _______

EE

Photograph 3.14 Bombproof No interior view

toward entry During storms water enters from

the arched doorway and can flood the floor The

sump is operationaL Efflorescence is evident as

is the need for some repointing Photo 1991
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Photograph 3.15 Water Battery Magazine No
View from the entry steps toward the landing

Bricks and mortar are in above average condition

Some pointing is required Photo 1991

Photograph 3.16 Water Battery Magazine No
Middle chamber The wood plank floor spans over

water in some areas up to 18 deep Black

stained rectangle represents one of several areas

that may have held protective covering when

the rest of the masonry was cleaned Photo

1991
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Photograph 3.17 Water Battery Magazine No
East entry Brick arch has broken apart with ..- ..

much of the outer most rowlock course

destroyed Granite jambs have heaved out of

alignment Gates are wedged closed and

inoperable Vegetation covers most cracks .-

Photo 1991
---

..j

..

.J 1.

Photograph 3.18 Water Battery Magazine No
Northwest entry Although marginally better

than the other entry the gate operates here the .14

condition is still poor with heaved and cracked

brick and stone and vegetation Photo 1991 ...
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Photograph 3.19 Water Batter Magazine No
interior of main storage room Bricks are damp

and showing signs of efflorescence The wood

plank floor must be replaced Photo 1991

Photograph 3.20 Water Battery Magazine No
Detail in west vestibule showing moisture

damage Photo 1991

/i/i/
ti

Photograph 3.21 Water Battery Magazine No
Detail of ceiling vault main room Bricks are

highly stained Photo 1991
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Magazines
the sources of the problem The ceiling

staining indicates infiltration from above

Both magazines are structurally sound but Water may additionally be entering at or near

both are suffering from water related the foundation line It is doubtful that the

deterioration The current condition of structure has sufficient exterior drainage

Magazine Three is more severe than Magazine surrounding the foundation

Two

Magazine Two shows no signs of movement or

stress related failure such as cracks missing

bricks or bulges Photographs 3.15 3.16

There are some areas of efflorescence on the

walls Approximately one half of the mortar

joints in the main chamber have been

degraded by water to the point where it is

mostly sand and fails under slight pressure

The mortar in the vestibule is generally more

sound Water that does enter the structure

typically remains below the wood floor

Observations made following heavy rain

indicated damp exposed brick in the main

room but no standing water There is no

sump or permanent pump inside the building

Magazine Three currently has only one of its

two entries operable Both entries are

deteriorated on the exterior with spalled and

cracked brick granite jambs which have

heaved out of alignment and copious amounts

of vegetation growing amongst the open joints

Photographs 3.17 3.18 On the interior

the wood plank floor is badly broken and

rotted from exposure to standing water

Photograph 3.19 The eastern vestibule has

no wood floor After heavy rain over two

feet of standing water was observed below the

floor Continuous pumping is currently

required during wet periods The brick walls

and ceilings show no signs of movement or

stress related failure There are no cracks

missing bricks or bulges visible There are

large patches of efflorescence on all brick

surfaces Photographs 3.20 3.21

Approximately 25% of the mortar has been

degraded by water to the point where it is

mostly sand and fails under slight pressure

So much water and moisture are present in

Magazine Three that it is difficult to establish
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Illustration 4.01 Plan of the Sally Port

bombproofs from HABS MD-63 sheet

SALLY PORT

Description
entry the brick vaulted passage below it

designed by Maximillian Godfrey In 1829

The sally port forms and contains the major
the bombproofs were reported as leaking and

entry to the Star Fort Located between the earth removed and the exterior bricks

Bastion One and Bastion Five the structure probably covered with sheet lead The arch

has central barrel vaulted passage flanked over the entry was covered with sheet lead at

on each side with below ground brick the same time and reroofed Construction of

bombproofs Toward the parade ground the the guard rooms began in August 1835 and

central passage is flanked on either side with was completed within several months The

guard rooms On the southeast the guard
construction required the removal of the

room provides access to set of three cells brick vaults over each bombproof for

On the northwest the guard room currently
distance of 15 feet away from the entry

used for storage of flags provides access to creating the lower ceilinged areas currently

single space currently used for the giving access to the remainder of the original

transformer equipment The sally port has bombproofs In 1857 proposal was made to

been extensively described Nelson 1962 add rooms beyond the guard rooms on each side

Thompson and Newcomb 1974 and drawn of the sally port and this work was completed

HABS MD-63 1958 11 sheets by the fall of that year TN p.lOl

Historical Data Repairs and functional use changes to the

building occurred throughout its history The

The sally port of the original 1803 interior walls of the bombproofs were parged

construction of the fort was simple unroofed with plaster of water cement in 1829 to

passageway through the ramparts TN help address leaking problems The floors and

p.98 The underground bombproofs were sidewalls were repaired in 1844 In 1861

constructed in 1814 By 1819 the Poussin the bombproofs were converted to magazines

plans for the fort indicated roof over the in 1868 the two northwest rooms were used

as prison rooms In 1878 remodeling of the
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Illustration 4.02 Plan of the Sally Port main

level from HABS MD-63 sheet

old guard rooms into offices for the
p.99 In 1879 new corrugated tin roof and

commandant was undertaken since new new gutters and downspouts were installed

guard house no longer extant was built
This roof was repaired in 1891 and again in

adjacent to the main entrance gates By 1893
1903 New tin roof and flashing and zinc

the offices were in bad condition and in 1903 gutters were installed in 1929 New roofing

one of the roofs had failed and caved in
occurred again in 1974

During the major remodeling effort of 1929

wood door and trim work was clearly

indicated The transformer room window sash

and frame was repaired The exterior old Condition

batten door to this room was repaired

this opening has four-paneled
The brick masonry of the sally port is in good

door.J The northwest guard room received
condition showing some minor pitting

new window sash and new four-paneled
spalls and cracked mortar On the north side

exterior door The drawings directed that the
of the entry vault some efflorescerice is

work replicate those items that existed and
evident Photograph 4.02 There are no

remained on the opposite wing Main entry
bulges major cracks or other signs of

doors on either end of the central portal vault
structural deterioration At the short return

were existing and repaired Side access doors
wall between the front of the sally port and

to the bombproofs were made new in 1929 to
the scarp wall to the north there are gaps

match the detail of the main doors These
which have been filled with mortar This may

main doors remain intact and should receive
be the result over time of the independent

documentation concerning historic coatings
movement of the two structures and the lack

and colors Replacement exterior wood of any brick ties between them

cornice was installed above the cells

Facing the parade ground the front walls of

The roofing of the sally port guard rooms was the guard houses are in good condition with

originally tin or zinc placed in 1835 TN similar minor deterioration as noted above

The rear walls of these structures that
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Photograph 4.01 Exterior arched opening

through the sally port flanked by the scarp

walls Brick mortar and wood trim are
._..

generally in sound and stable condition Photo

1991

-j

Photograph 4.02 Sally port entry passage
Detail at north side between entry door and

bombproof door Efflorescence on the brick is

extensive Photo 1991

çi

.7

p/

.\

Photograph 4.03 Roof and side wall conditions

over the south guards room and cells Although

roof and gutters are in sound condition the brick

walls are exposed to excessive moisture and

show signs of deterioration Photo 1991
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Photograph 4.04 Exterior view of the ventilator

openings to the south sally port bombproof .-

Coping stones are in severely deteriorated

condition Photo 1991

.. -I
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Photograph 4.05 Exterior view of the ventilator

openings to the north sally port bombproof

Vegetation has concealed the last two openings

Photo 1991

A.
F._J

..

k-- -J
lJ

Photograph 4.06 Detail of overgrown ventilator

shaft opening Photo 1991
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main chamber are rusted and bowed downward

as much as one inch This does not threaten

the stability of the structure since the

relieving arch above them can carry the wall

above The brick at the lintel ends however

will be progressively more damaged as the

metal continues to bow The metal should be

replaced after water migration into the

Illustration 4.03 Section through the Sally Port masonry is haulted

north bombproof looking south from HABS MD-

63 sheet The general condition of the sally ports

exterior woodwork and trim is good Some

areas are experiencing flaking of paint and

project out of the parapet are more will require normal maintenance The

deteriorated with spalled brick and opened arched doors on each end of the main vaulted

failed joints Photograph 4.03 These walls
entry remain intact predating the 1929

are exposed to water coming off the roof and restoration These should receive

in the parapet The interior of these walls documentation concerning historic coatings

near the floor of the guard rooms show signs and colors

of dampness moisture migration mold

growth and destruction to the adjacent wood The existing trim detailing was reviewed The

base and flooring Photograph 4.09 sash in the side window off of the transformer

Sometime during the 1920s the brick room 2-over-2 double hung unit may date

chimney was removed from the southeast from either the 1857 original construction

guard room During the mid-nineteenth or the 1878 remodeling and survived the

century wood stoves in the center of the room 1929 renovation Its frame with the flat

served to heat that room as well as the prison profile and small corner bead is consistent in

cells Thought should be given to the design with the original construction The

replacement of the chimney brick adjacent to the sill of the window is cut

and patched indicating that the sill position

The underground bombproofs are being may have been altered in the windows

infiltrated by water and the deterioration to
history The exterior four-panel door to the

the paint and mortar is evident The interior room was replacement after 1929 when the

bricks were scraped and repainted three old batten door then located in the opening was

years ago 1988 and in many area are called to be repaired The large bullnose door

currently unable to hold the paint frame may date from the 1857 construction

considerable amount of mold growth is or the 1878 remodeling The pintles in the

present Photograph 4.10 Salts that have frame to carry exterior shutters probably

leached through the soil and mortar are dates from the 1878 remodeling Paint

creating stalagtite shafts several inches long analysis could assist in more precise

in certain areas along the vault ceiling conclusions The porcelain hardware

Photograph 4.07 During and after heavy currently on the door is consistent with the

rains water will drip from areas in the vault
interpretation

and puddle the floor If the floor drains are

clogged and not open the structures can fill The window and door frame profiles in the

with over foot of standing water It appears northwest guards room are consistent with

the water enters the structure through the the structures 1835 construction The new

ceiling walls and ventilators In the sashes fabricated in the 1929 reconstruction

northern bombproof several metal lintels matched existing details on the opposite side of

above the doorway between the antiroom and
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Photograph 4.07 North side sally port

bombproof day following rain water was still
..

dripping from the ceiling recorded as spots on

the floor Mold peeling paint and deteriorated

mortar are present Photo 1991

Photograph 4.08 South side sally port

bombproof Although not leaking during

inspection the area is reported to fill with as
___________________

much as foot of water if the perimeter drain is

____________________
clogged Brick and paint conditions are similar to

the north side Photo 1991

____________________..j _____

1iLIii

Photograph 4.09 Detail of the wood base in the
______

guards room above the south bombproof _______
Moisture penetration through the masonry is

extensive Detail of the corner is shown in

photograph 4.10 Photo 1991
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Photograph 4.10 Sally port masonry details

The upper view from the north bombproof area -LOWER
shows the mold growth and paint deterioration

Also in view are the exfoliated metal strap lintels .i

over the doorway Below is detail from the
.-

south side guards room The spalling paint and \-_- .-

loose mortar are the result of constant moisture

within the walL The baseboard has rotted out \--

Photos 1991
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the sally port

The door of the southwest guard room has

relatively new frame with flat profile and

small corner bead appropriate to the 1835

period The interior box lock dates to later

period and is inconsistent The brass handle

is correct The inside window muntin

profiles narrow and elongated appear

appropriate to the 1830s These windows

survived the 1929 renovations

window opening is shown in the southeast

end elevation which matched the transformer

window in the opposite end on the 1929

restoration drawings No trace of this

opening can be found on the elevation today

We suspect that this was an error on the

drawings

The herringbone brick paving pattern at the

vaulted entry is correct pattern but the

brick orientation suspect post Civil War

document indicates that the sally port paving

was similar to that at Fort Washington laid in

herringbone pattern with soldier courses

bricks laid with their long narrow sides

exposed rather than their faces References

to gutter down the center also exist Scott

Sheads 1991 notes HARP Microfilm reel

56 Letter 12 August 1884
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illustration 5.01 Northeast side elevation of the

parade ground powder magazine from HABS MD-

197 sheet

STAR FORT POWDER MAGAZINE

Description
Notes 1991 p.1 The building was hit

during the September 1814 British

The magazine within the Fort is rectangular
bombardment Considerable damage to the

brick storehouse with exterior dimensions of structure was sustained TN 26 The

approximately 30-8 by 40-4 Each rear masonry was repaired the same month and

corner is clipped inward by approximately 2- the walls and vault thickened to create

10 on each side The 8-sided gambrel roof is bombproof magazine 27 The slate roof

covered with slate The interior chamber and substructure of timber were completed

measures approximately 0-O by 26-O over year later Originally the magazine had

and is barrel vaulted to maximum height of
window in the rear elevation in the 1830s

11 -3 The side wall thickness varies
this was narrowed and converted to the

between 10-3 and 10-4 The vault
vertical air vent slot evident today In 1839

thickness is 7-4 trussed wood structure
the building was described including the

above the vault supports the roof The existence of two good and strong doors The

magazine has been extensively described building had the only lightning rod at the Fort

Nelson 1962 Thompson and Newcomb In 1844 plans were prepared for new doors

1974 and drawn HABS MD-197 1958 which were probably built TN 92

sheets
These doors were replaced again in 1878

Historical Data Repair on the building following the 1814

bombproofing has been ongoing The slate roof

The magazine was completed before
received minor repairs in 1863 and again

September 1800 and appears on the earliest in 1879 Exterior wood trim was replaced

1803 site plan of the Fort Scott Sheads during the mid 1970s
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Illustration 5.02 Plan view of the Star Fort

Powder Magazine from HABS MD-197 sheet

The interior condition has varied In 1829 installation Currently most of the shingles

the magazine was considered useless and in
have minor chips in their lower edges but no

1835 unsafe in part because it was too severe failures or missing pieces The

damp TN 91 In 1839 however it
plaster ceiling of the interior shows no sign

was reported in good order and dry By 1856 of water entry from above The trussed area

the interior was again damp of roof support was not reviewed Close

monitoring of the roof must be incorporated

Condition
into general maintenance but no

extraordinary investigation is warranted at

The exterior masonry walls have no cracks or
this time

bulges There is some pitting of the brick

surfaces and some open joints especially near
The plaster walls of the interior are water

grade Photograph .24 There are many stained from approximately four feet above

small areas of repointing suggesting that this
the floor Photograph 5.02 According to the

is recurring problem
park staff the building does not flood after

rain storms and the damage has all occurred

The slate shingles of the roof have substantial
since the interior was repainted between five

thickness and their overall condition appears
and ten years ago Given the good insulation

quite good It is unclear however how provided by the thick walls and dead air space

brittle the stone material has become slate
above the vault the damage appears to be the

roof normally lasts seventy five to ninety
result of rising damp An investigation into

years We have found no evidence of any
the amount of moisture entering the low

complete replacement of the slate since its masonry walls is warranted The 1958

installation in approximately 1816 In fact archeological studies of the foundation of the

the ridge comb of approximately one inch structure did not indicate the existence of

could represent detail of the original
foundation drains HABS MD-197 sheet
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Photograph 5.01 Star Fo powder magazine
northwest elevation detail at intersection

between wood outrigger and gambrel roof Wood
surfaces require paint scraping spot sanding

priming and repainting Photo 1991

iI

\...._ ...iJJI

Photograph 5.02 Interior of Star Fort powder

magazine The lower portions of the wall fall to

hold either plaster coatings or paint The brick

probably contains too much moisture rising

through the masonry from the area surrounding

the footings Photo 1991

.-1

Photograph 5.03 Detail of spa/led paint/plaster .a
coating at the powder magazine interior Photo

.w

1991 .4..
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illustration 6.01 Site plan locating the four

residential structures within the Star Fort

PARADE GROUND RESIDENTIAL

BUILDINGS

Description
All four buildings are similar but not

identical in their overall design and they

The parade ground contains four two-story
vary in overall dimensions The buildings are

brick residential structures each with two
situated toward the outer edge of the parade

story wood porches on the front or parade
ground set back approximately eight feet

side Shed roofs on the porches and the main
from the parade ground revetment wall

buildings are covered with painted standing

seam metal Half-round painted metal gutters
The Commanding Officers Quarters located

collect water from the porch roofs and
northwest of the sally port has plan

channel it toward painted round metal
dimension of 8-O by 79-O Each level of

downspouts which align with the porch
the front elevation contains two six-panel

columns The rear of the structures have
doors and seven double-hung windows

brown anodized aluminum rectangular gutters
Window sash are divided into twelve-over-

and downspouts of modern design The eight lites of glass each measuring

buildings end brick elevations have three approximately eight inches by ten inches The

stepped brick parapet capped with two inch
rear elevation has three ground level six-

thick brick copings Windows facing the panel doors and two twelve-over-eight double

parade ground have pairs of wood louvered hung windows The rear second level contains

shutters held back with iron shutter dogs single door with no exterior landing and

five windows End brick elevations have no
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openings The building has two chimneys The No Enlisted Mens Barracks situated

each centered on the depth of the building one east of the No Barracks and south of the

located flush with the east end and the other sally port has plan dimension of 22-O by

approximately 45 feet inward 98-5 The porches extend the full length of

the front but the southwest end angles back to

The Junior Officers Quarters located south of the building similar to the neighboring end

the powder magazine has plan dimension of on the No barracks Each level of the front

18-O by 61-4 Each level of the front elevation has three six-panel doors and six

elevation has three six-panel doors and five double hung windows The rear elevation has

double-hung twelve-over-eight windows seven first level and six second level windows

The rear elevation has one ground level six- As with the No barracks windows on the

panel door and four twelve-over-eight first level have sash with fifteen-over-ten

windows the second level has one door and divided lites the second level with twelve-

five windows The door is accessed by over-eight Two chimneys are located at

wooden porch and set of steps to the distances of approximately 32 feet in from

terreplein Each end elevation has one first the ends of the building

level twelve-over-eight window Two

chimneys are centered approximately 16 feet The residential buildings have been

in from the ends extensively described Nelson 1962

Thompson and Newcomb 1974 and drawn

The No Enlisted Mens Barracks situated HABS MD-199 and MD-200 1958

southeast of the Junior Officers Quarters has document the two enlisted mens barracks

plan dimensions of 22-O by 105-3 This

includes 14-3 long addition that adjoins Historical Data

the west end of the barracks At the end of

this addition the corners as viewed in plan Much of the construction history for each of

are truncated with angled sides of approxi- the residential structures runs parallel to

mately 5-2 length The main 91-O long that of the others Initially completed

portion of the barracks contains the second between 1799 and 1802 the buildings were

level porch In plan the east side of the all one story with an upper attic garret

porch meets the building at an angle of about floor 1962 86 if Original roofs

60 degrees the west side meets perpendicular were probably gabled with dormers and

to the brick face Each level of the main front covered with wood shingles 1962

elevation contains three six-panel doors and 88 In 1829 the exterior walls were raised

six double hung windows The rear elevation to create full second stories on all the

contains nine double hung first level windows buildings At the same time the wood porches

and six second level Sash light divisions on were added and the addition to the No

both the front and rear windows are fifteen- Enlisted Mens Barracks was added TN
over-ten for the first level and twelve-over- 1974 pp.34-37 Roofs were probably

eight for the second The west end addition hipped and covered with wood shingles In

contains first and second level window in the 1837 the roofs were changed to their current

truncated corners first level door is shed configuration and covered with zinc

located on the north front and second level

door with wood porch and steps to the Alterations to the buildings have occurred on

terreplein is located on the west end The the interior and exterior primarily due to

main building has two chimneys centered their change in use The most change occurred

about 31 feet in from the ends The addition during the period between 1890 and 1920

contains chimney whose outer face is flush The Junior Officers Quarters was converted

with the south facade to one-story bakery in 1894 Photograph
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Photograph 6.01 The No Enlisted Mens

Barracks Top Ca 1905 shows condition of the

building on the right during the hospital use of

the site Porches and second level doors had been

removed and window openings altered The lower .ir-
photo 1991 shows the extent of restoration ./
work undertaken in 1929

__
1UT___wl
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6.02 Front porches were removed from all buildings as group are presented first

of the buildings except the No Enlisted followed by specific discussions of each of the

Mens Barracks prior to 1905 Photograph residential structures

6.01 Window and door openings were

altered and adjusted when interior modifi- The buildings present well-maintained and

cations were undertaken sound overall image Photographs 6.01

6.02 Brick surfaces although weathered

In 1929 based upon some historical research and pitted in some areas are generally sound

and physical evidence that remained in the with firm well bonded and intact mortar

construction all the structures were restored Metal roofing replaced in the 1970s has

to their two-story appearance of circa 1829- been maintained and appears watertight

1837 The work was described in the Gutters are clean and in good working

following way condition Woodwork on the porches and

window and door openings located toward the

...The brick walls had bulged in many parade ground are in above average condition

places and required tearing down and This is partly related to the weather

rebuilding In many places the walls protection afforded by the porch roof Side

required iron rod braces run from and rear wood trim on the buildings is much

front to back of buildings All brick more weathered showing signs of paint

work on all buildings required failure and wood deterioration

repointing...New tin roofs were

installed on all buildings and gutters program of Park maintenance is

and downspoutS were installed as of systematically replacing the deteriorated

original construction The original bases of exposed wood columns supporting the

spatter blocks or granite porches Although raised on masonry blocks

stone were found and installed at foot of to reduce exposure to water the very location

all downspouts The original porches of the wood so close to the ground will require

on these buildings had been removed constant maintenance effort Consideration

for No Enlisted Mens should be given to the use of solid rather than

Barracks These porches were all laminated columns The glues of the

reconstructed requiring special laminations have failed to resist the moist

millwork .The window frames and conditions Attention to exposed wood window

openings in many places had been sills and trim has also been an ongoing

moved and changed...Doors and openings requirement

had been bricked up and moved These

were all restored by purchasing Several details of the residences were noted as

special millwork and hardware similar inconsistent with the overall interpretive

to original installations ...All interior direction Large brass box locks found on all

and exterior woodwork of all buildings the first level doors are incorrect Although

were thoroughly painted. .TN p.85 available in this country during the first half

of the Nineteenth Century their use on the

In the early 1970s the Park Service replaced relatively humble fort structures including

the wooden porches and the tin roofs to all of the Commanding Officers Quarters is quite

the residential buildings within the star fort unlikely Their appearance at the fort may

TNp.85 date to the enthusiastic renovation work

of 1929 More appropriate would be smaller

Condition black metal box locks or Carpenter locks

Comments of general nature that apply to the The wood window frame profile with its wide
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and slightly curved front face appears to be military ingenuity that clearly existed at

1929 replication of detail that may have the fort during portions of its history the

existed in areas of the buildings from an detail cheapens the aesthetic character of the

earlier renovation The profile represents building and site Investigation should be

period well after the original construction or given to running vents vertically and at the

the 1829 renovation of the residences The second floor entering one of the existing

profile is problematic in its unrelenting use chimneys

throughout the fronts when the interpretation

of the structures is from the 1829 era Window air conditioning units are distracting

onward More appropriate is flat profile to the architectural interpretation and

with slight rounded edge bead Such frame detrimental to the wood window fabric

detail is currently found and maintained on Photograph 6.06 Condensation drips are

the sally port guard house windows not beneficial to the masonry

One example of this same or similar profile Consideration in the future should be given to

remains on the residences in the second piped chilled water system to condition those

story of the addition to the No Enlisted limited areas that require cooling These

Mens Barracks Photograph 6.07 seen in are generally second floor locations and piping

upper right corner Being sufficiently could be run primarily in the second level

removed from the main area of attention above the publicly visited first floor areas

during the 1929 renovation this frame may The location of the condensing unit should be

have been overlooked during the work It selected only after investigation of alter-

deserves attention and paint analysis When natives Possible locations include the area

future frame replacement is required behind the Powder Magazine or between two

consideration should be given to this detail of the residences concealed with louvered

wooden construction designed to be consistent

Porch detailing is appropriate and consistent with the site interpretation Currently trash

with design expectations of the 1830s cans are camouflaged with wooden barrels in

Photographs 6.05 6.07 The lack of similar fashion third possibility would be

slight sloped wash in the columns between to incorporate the unit with new

the transition from the upper round to the interpretive element perhaps the well or

lower square profiles is curious According to one of the privies that existed within the Fort

architectural historian Michael Trostel the The impact of the condenser on the site

handrail and balusters are of excellent design interpretation should be evaluated against the

They appear to be in above average condition current impact of eleven window units

The environmental controls for the interior of Commanding Officers Quarters

the buildings are problematic Currently

decentralized gas-fired furnaces and The brick is typically in excellent condition

miscellaneous window air conditioning units hard and not severely weathered with firm

are used to heat and cool the buildings Both well-bonded intact mortar There are

create considerable compromise to the several small areas of pitted brick with

windows on the rear of the residences slightly cracked mortar which may

Venting requirements for the furnaces are correspond to repairs or alterations

currently satisfied with PVC ivory colored

plastic piping run through rear windows There are two areas of concern where the

Photograph 6.08 Glass lites have been brick is bulging and may be locally unstable

removed and the piping run through plywood At the roof line at the west end wall the brick

mtills Although perhaps representative of at the base of the stepped parapet is bulging
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both in and out the two curves being investigations Although joists in some areas

separated by several feet The bulge is small were covered there were no strains or bulges

approximately to but may be in the ceilings or walls that would indicate

progressive since the parapet is not wood deterioration

restrained at the top The other bulge is on

the rear facade at the second floor elevation Based upon the measured joist and beam sizes

near the east end of the building large area the allowable second floor loads are 60 pounds

of approximately five feet square is bulging per square foot psf in the area over the two

outward up to in the center There are end rooms and 35 psf in the area over the

through-building tie rods at the second floor center room The plank floor weighs less than

elevation in the center of this facade and at its 10 psf leaving as conservative estimate 50

other end which serve to prevent this type of psf for the live load in the end areas and 25

movement The joints in this area are not psf in the center

badly cracked indicating that the wall may be

stable in its distorted shape Live load is term that refers to all non-

structural load applied to floor system Live

Both bulges should be monitored carefully for load includes all furniture movable objects

movement If the parapet moves more it non-structural partitions hung ceilings

should be rebuilt Attempts should be made to lighting fixtures and all people Typical live

reuse existing brick If the rear wall loading requirements for residential

continues to move the area should be rebuilt occupancies are 40 psf for classrooms are

This would require temporary support of the 40 psf for offices are 50 psf and for

floor joists resting on the wall If this work libraries with normal not compact shelf

does materialize the possibility of installing storage are 100 psf The Officers Quarters

through-building tie to match the others was originally residence Under current

should be considered as well as the code provisions the second floor with that use

installation of joist-to-wall ties would be designed for live load of 40 psf

Second Floor Loading Based on this analysis the end spaces of the

Officers Quarters could currently

The structure of the second floor is exposed to accommodate higher use than residential

the floor below except at the end stair for example office space or light storage The

vestibule where there is dropped gypsum calculated live load in the center area of 25

wallboard ceiling of modern installation The psf does not allow for any defined occupancy

floor construction is wood plank on joist For The use of 25 psf live load area may best be

two-thirds of the buildings length the joists compared to an uninhabited residential attic

are supported at the front and rear walls and with four feet or less of headroom By code

on central by girder The remaining an accessible attic of this type must be

portion has joists that span the full building designed for live load of 20 psf The 25 psf

depth The girders are supported on the front allows for little more and the occupancy must

to back masonry partitions and on one timber be restricted as that of very low attic

post The joists vary in size from 1-7/8 by

7-3/8 to by 8-1/2 with an average Before usage in any of these areas is changed

spacing of 20 They appear to have been cut in such manner as to increase the floor

using different methods and given the number loading the joist bearing in the walls should

of alterations in the buildings history be checked

probably are of different ages There were no

signs of physical decay of the wood joists Since the two stairs are the only access to the

beams or posts visible during the second floor they are by code definition the
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Photograph 6.02 The Junior Officers Quarters

Top ca 1905 shows the condition of the building

when used as bakery after its porches and .-..

second story had been removed The lower

photo 1991 shows the extent of restoration

work undertaken on this building in 1929
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Photograph 6.03 Junior Officers Quarters

north side elevation Various pointing episodes

are visible particularly near the roof The

window sill is in deteriorated condition Photo

1991

I7 ____ ____

Photograph 6.04 Detail of the window sill seen

above The wood has rotted from moisture

penetration due to paint failure and insufficient

slope of the sills top surface Photo 1991
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fire exit stairs The wooden structure of the visible at the areas observed

two stairs was not exposed but it is clear that

their current design will meet neither the Based on the measured joist and beam sizes

loading requirements nor the fire ratings the total allowable second floor load is 44

dictated for such exits from publicly occupied pounds per square foot psf The plank floor

second levels weighs less than 10 psf leaving 34 psf for

the live load By current codes this is

Junior Officers Quarters classified only as second story bedroom space

in residential use The code does not allow

Masonry in this building is generally in good this space to be used as office or storage space

condition with several exceptions Several

areas of pitted brick and slightly cracked Before the occupancy is changed in such

mortar exist in the first six to eight feet manner as to increase the floor loading the

above grade In isolated areas on the side joist bearing on the wall should be checked

photograph 6.03 and rear the masonry face

has eroded in excess of one inch local brick Remarks concerning the exits from the second

failure exists at the second floor front facade level parallel those included with the

with small hole surrounded by cracked Commanding Officers Quarters

mortar

The concentration of water damage near grade Number Enlisted Mens Barracks

strongly suggests rising damp as the source of

the problem This can be mitigated through The brick of this structure is generally in

the use of properly sloped surface drainage good condition except near grade and at the

The problem is more effectively addressed addition Within two to three feet from grade

through the use of perimeter foundation the brick is heavily pitted and the mortar

drains around the building The problem is very sandy There are portions of the bottom

particularly evident in the rear of the of the exterior walls that have lost up to 1/4

building where rainwater is less free to of material from the face of the bricks The

drain trapped between the parade wall and addition in general is in the worst condition

the building and where the water table is with heavily weathered brick and mortar

higher due to the adjacent rampart Photograph 6.07

Since surface drainage around the Star Fort There are several small areas of damage that

buildings was addressed in 1989 with the must be considered bulge exists at the

installation of new collector drain behind corner of the rear facade at the elevation of

the No Enlisted Mens Barracks the the second floor joists The bulge is

current recommendation for the residential approximately five feet long by one foot high

buildings is to monitor visually and with the brick displaced outward as much as

photographically the low masonry in order to three inches There are no cracks in the

evaluate ongoing deterioration mortar indicating that this area has not

moved since the last repointing It is likely

Second Floor Loading that the wall is stable in its distorted shape

The floor is of wood plank on joist The second area of immediate concern is at the

construction The joists are supported at the short facade at the chamfered corner of the

front and rear walls and are approximately addition toward the rear side Photograph

by at 16 on center spacing There was no 6.06 crack runs from the second floor

sign of physical decay of the wood structure window sill down to the first floor window
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Photograph 6.05 Number One Enlisted Mens
Barracks second floor porch looking toward the _____
Junior Officers Quarters The state of materials

is generally sound and in above average condition

The porch roof provides considerable protection

from the elements Photo 1991

_7
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Photograph 6.06 Number One Enlisted Mens

Barracks rear elevation including the addition

The weathered condition of the brick of the ____- ______________
addition and the crack below the upper end

window is visible The air conditioning units are

an intrusion on the facade Photo 1991
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Photograph 6.07 View of porch on the Number

One Enlisted Mens Barracks with the addition in

the foreground The lower portions of the ..

laminated wood columns require frequent repair

from moisture damage The condition of the brick

in areas near the addition is highlighted in the .J/

inset Photo 1991
Jr
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Photograph 6.07: View of porch on the Number 
One Enlisted Men's Barracks, with the addition in 
the foreground. The lower portions of the 
laminated wood columns require frequent repair 
from moisture damage. The condition of the brick 
in areas near the addition is highlighted in the 
inset. Photo, 1991. 
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lintel The crack is total of 3/4 wide with Library live loading is calculated at 100 psf

1/4 opening since the last repointing Since by codes This theoretical loading exceeds the

this crack is active and the area affected is allowable for this area by almost 200

fairly small the surrounding wall should be percent Although the current actual library

rebuilt as soon as possible loading is less than the 100 psf and although

there is no visual evidence of settlement or

The masonry patch on the east side elevation deflection at the present time the use is an

of the building between the second floor and inappropriate one structurally for the second

the roof apparently an 1880s window floor It should be relocated

opening bricked in during the 1929

renovations appears to be made of different Before usage in any of the areas is changed in

brick The patch is weathering faster than the such manner as to increase the floor loading

surrounding material and will ultimately the joist bearing on the walls should be

become source of leaks Although not an checked

immediate concern this area should be

monitored Remarks concerning the exits from the second

level parallel those discussed for the

Second Floor Loadings Commanding Officers Quarters

The floor is of wood plank on joist Number Enlisted Mens Barracks

construction For two thirds of the buildings

length at the eastern end room and center The brick of this structure is typically in

room the joists are supported at the front and excellent condition not severely weathered

rear walls and vary in size with 2-7/8 by and with firm well bonded and intact mortar

9-1/4 typical Over the western room Photograph 6.01 The only major exception

adjacent to the addition the joists are 2- to this condition occurs at the bottom two feet

1/2 by 11 and appear to be newer The on the southwestern side elevation where

average joist spacing is 20 Exploratory erosion of the brick faces up to 1/2 has

access holes under the second floor of the taken place Minor pitting on the other

addition were not provided and the loading facades is also more typical near grade

capacity of the second floor of the addition not

determined At the areas observed there One area of brick is bulging on the rear facade

were no signs of physical decay of the wood approximately two feet above the second floor

joists or beams framing An area of approximately six square

feet is displaced outward up to in the

Based on the measured joist and beam sizes center The bulge is located between two

the total allowable second floor loads are 45 through-building tie rods at the second floor

pounds per square footpsf in the areas over elevation that serve to prevent this type of

the east end and center rooms and 55 psI in movement The joints in this area are not

the area over the west room The plank floor cracked indicating the wall may be stable in

weighs less than 10 psf leaving 35 psf and its distorted shape The area should be

45 psI for live loads respectively Under monitored in the future for signs of

current codes both of these are classified as movement

residential loading only although 40 psI can

be used for classrooms This space by code Second Floor Loadings

is not adequate for office or storage use
The structure of the second floor was

The Forts library is currently located on the investigated in all rooms The floor is of wood

second floor eastern portion of this structure plank on joist construction The joists are
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Photograph 6.08 Detail of window third from

the west end first floor rear Number One

Enlisted Mens Barracks Flues from gas fired

furnaces project through the lower sash here

and at three other locations Upper sash has

broken glass and plywood backing Photo 1991

.j
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1/A_----\- 1.
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Photograph 6.09 Typical window condition on

the rear elevations of the residences Exposure ..

to considerable amounts of sun and moisture
...

cause rapid deterioration of the paint and caulk

Window shown is immediately west of the one

detailed above Photo 1991
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supported at the front and rear walls and on

central girder The girder is 5-3/4 by

in the southwest and center rooms and by

7-1/2 in the northeast room The girders

are supported on the front to back masonry

partitions and on timber posts at the one-

third points of the three rooms The joists

vary in size from 2-3/4 by to 3-1/2

by 8-1/2 with the average spacing of 20
There were no signs of physical decay of the

wood joists beams or posts visible during the

investigation Although joists in many areas

were covered there were no strains or bulges

in the ceilings or walls that would indicate

wood deterioration

Based on the measured joist and beam sizes

the total allowable second floor load is 45

pounds per square foot psf The plank floor

weighs less than 10 psf leaving 35 psf for

the live load Using current codes 35 psf is

acceptable only for residential construction

where it is used for bedrooms above the first

floor This loading is not considered adequate

for office classroom or storage use and

should not be considered for heavy loading

Before usage in any of the areas is changed in

such manner as to increase the floor loading

the joist bearing on the walls shoud be

checked

Remarks concerning the exits from the second

level parallel those discussed for the

Commanding Officers Quarters
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Photograph 7.01 Exterior view of the Civil War

Powder Magazine showing the east and south

elevations The only access through the brick

wall which completely surrounds the building is

seen on the east elevation

CIVIL WAR POWDER MAGAZINE

Description
located immediately below the wood trim at

The civil war powder magazine is located over
the root peak on each gable end Adjacent to

600 feet outside the Star Fort and 400 feet
the east of the main structure rectangular

south of the boundary entry gate The building
wing with lower shed roof of slate provides

is of English coursed brick The primary
the only access to the interior The brick

rectangular form has simple gable roof
corbels and decoration follow the top of the

covered with slate Three courses of corbeled
exterior walls of this segment Attached to the

brick terminate the side walls and support the
opposite side of the main magazine structure

root gutter Five courses below this brick
is 5-O by 9-6 rectangular brick shaft

decorative band consisting of two corbeled
which extends up into the gable end and is

stretchers separated by an inset rowlock
capped with sloped slate roof

continues around the building except at the

west facade The corbeling and decoration
The interior of the magazine is of brick with

return on each end of the west facade for
barrel vaulted ceiling The entry vestibule is

approximately two feet and then terminate
barrel vaulted perpendicular to the main

Rectangular openings with louvers serving
vault An arched doorway interconnects the

the ventilation system for the building are
tWo areas
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Photograph 7.02 West end of south perimeter

wall surrounding the Civil War Powder magazine .uuu

crack between the corner pilaster and first

panel should be repaired The brick patch

replaced twentieth centuly bath house access

door Photo 1991

-r ..t
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Photograph 7.03 Detail showing the condition of

the brick on the inside face of the perimeter wall

Some bricks are severely deteriorated and should

be replaced most joints require repointing

Photo 1991
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Photograph 7.04 The inside north face of the _____

perimeter wall surrounding the Civil War Powder __________

Magazine This is one of the few walls that

maintains layers of coatings that may represent

aspects of the coating history at the Fort The

other area still extant with coating is inside the

postern Before work proceeds in these areas

the coatings should be recorded and analyzed

Photo 1991

Photograph 7.05 Interior view of the main

storage room of the Civil War Powder Magazine

crack in the top of the vault should be repaired

to prevent possible failures of surface bricks

Photo 1991
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The magazine is entirely surrounded by free doors through the outside wall were placed at

standing brick wall measuring approximately the west end of the north and south walls In

62 feet by 101.5 feet located five feet from the late 1970s this work was removed and

the main building single arched opening 4- the outside wall opening rebricked

wide by 6-1 high is centered in the Deteriorated gutters and adjacent brick

southernmost bay of the east face of the wall corbeling around the building were replaced

diagonal beaded board wood door with metal in the early 1980s Major repair and

strap hinges secures the opening The wall is partial replacement of the slate roof occurred

of common coursed brick capped with four during the 1980s

inch thick sandstone coping that projects out

from the wall by two inches The wall sits on Condition

slate base that is four inches thick and

projects out five inches from the face of the The exterior brick is slightly weathered with

brick The top of this slate is approximately no cracks or spalls The mortar is uncracked

level with the surrounding grade The height but eroded up to one inch in areas

of the wall is 9-9 from the underside of the Photograph 7.03 Other than protective

coping to the slate base The wall has pilaster repointing over large portion of the building

of brick inch thick by -9 wide located and surrounding wall and selective

approximately 9-9 on center replacement of deteriorated brick no special

attention is required The slate roof gutters

and downspouts were repaired and large

Historical Data portions replaced during the recent past and

appear in good condition

The civil war powder magazine was

constructed between July of 1863 and June of The surrounding wall exhibits similar mortar

1864 TN 102 Concrete pours to infill and masonry deterioration Several vertical

over the main vault were nearly completed in cracks are evident at the area of the bathhouse

December 1863 when cold weather stopped construction Photograph 7.02 These

progress for short time Additional history cracks should be repaired through partial

of the structure is contained in Stokinger rebuilding of the adjacent pier Brick surface

Fort McHenry NM-HS Detatched Magazine condition in certain areas particularly on the

Archeological Investigations 1974-1975 inside southeast face is considerably eroded

and warrants approximately 25%

Repairs on the building began in 1878 replacement Drains at the base of the wall

fourteen years after construction with work are closed with vegetation and should be

on the slate roof and repointing of the east attended to during normal maintenance

north and west walls year later the south

wall was repointed The inside face of the east On the interior continuous crack at the apex

wall surrounding the building was coated with of the vault was noted Photograph 7.05

stucco The coping stones were repointed In The crack extends for majority of the length

1883 the surrounding waIl was again of the vault and connects openings associated

repointed and several bricks replaced In with the ventilator shafts There is only one

1891 and 1893 repairs to the slate roof were course of brick below the shaft and the

completed In the early years of the twentieth possibility exists that individual bricks below

century fire broke out in the roof of the the shaft could loosen and fall The cracks do

magazine and the damage repaired In the not represent any structural instability in

1930s the City of Baltimore altered the south the vault as whole

end of the enclosure wall and converted the

contained courtyard for bathhouses Entry
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Photograph 8.01 Typical section of the boundary

wall constructed ca 1837 showing pilasters

coping stones and step down

BOUNDARY WALL AND ENTRANCE

GATES

Description
four inches thick at its exposed sides and

projects out from the face of the brick by two

The boundary wall and entrance gates define
inches The exposed underside has scored

the western edge of the Fort McHenry overall drip line one inch in from the edge The upper

site The common coursed brick walls extend
surface of the coping slopes slightly down

for total length of approximately 540 feet from central high point Metal flashing

south and 200 feet north of the entry The below the coping is evident

walls are 1-6 thick with brick pilasters

extending out an additional four inches on each Built into the wall at the outside corner west

side of the wall The pilasters typically 2- of the main gate is granite boundary marker

wide are not evenly located but generally
with written above 1837 Photo-

occur between 9-O and 20-4 on center graph 8.03 second marker built flush

The top of the wall steps down at the pilasters
with the outside of the brick wall and

in areas both north and south of the entry
identically inscribed is located several yards

gates as the adjacent land drops away The north of entry gates Photograph 8.04

base of the wall corbels out one half brick

and adjoins the pilasters The height of the The entry gates are flanked by four square

wall from this corbel to the underside of the
rusticated granite piers 2-6 on side 11-

coping is 8-6 The coping stone of granite is high measured from the cap to the top of

the granite base The base projects out two
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Photograph 8.02 View of boundary wall granite

entry piers and iron gates seen from inside the

fort looking north The inside piers detailed on

the right have been sandblasted in the past and

show signs of spalling stone and detail loss The --

outside piers detailed on the left are less clean -_

but retain sharp detail Photos 1991
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inches The piers contain eight vertical There are no cracks or other signs of

courses of stone each fifteen inches high excessive stress The central piers

measured on center Stone edges have one supporting the vehicular gate appear to have

inch bevel been sandblasted in their history The beveled

edges of the stone are less crisp than the other

The piers flank two side pedestrian gates and two outboard piers and the face of the stone

central arched vehicular gate of two sections has several spalling areas There are few

All are of metal painted black Each of the small cement patches of chipped stone

man gates has four rod and two strap corners These are cosmetic repairs and not

uprights each capped with an ornamental structural The end piers adjacent to the

spear finial The central gates each have nine brick boundary walls are in very good

uprights terminated with ornamental fleur- condition The original texture of the stone

de-lis finish is visible although heavily blackened

by pollution Photograph 8.02

Historical Data
The gates have diagonal strap metal additions

The Forts original post and rail boundary not part of the original construction The

fence was replaced in 1817 by brick lower portions of the gates are bent inward

masonry wall with stone entry piers The as if vehicle had rammed the closed gates

original location of this wall was along the from the outside The protective wire

1814 boundary line of the fort and is evident grating attached to the gate detracts from the

on the 1819 Poussin site plan as well as in original design intent significantly

the 1829 Miller painting of the

bombardment In 1836 the boundary wall Approximately 200 feet of the boundary wall

was rebuilt at its present location It is are not on National Park Service property

conjected that portions of the material used Consideration should be made to cooperate

came from the earlier wall Sheads Notes with the current owners for the continued

1991 During the World War One era preservation of this portion of the wall

when the site was used as military hospital

massive wood framed building was built

over the entire Entrance gate and the Wallace

Street opening in the wall was made for spur

of the BO Railroad used to service the train

shed portions of which are still intact of the

hospital These rails are still intact beneath

the roadway

Condition

The brick wall appears in good condition with

no noticeable cracks or bulges Photograph

8.01 The wall has not received as much

pointing attention as the rest of the fort but

the mortar condition is fairly sound The

stone caps are generally aligned and pointed

The entry granite piers appear within

reasonable tolerances vertical and square
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Photograph 8.03 Boundary wall detail of corner

granite boundary marker located west of the

main gates Adjacent brick has been recently

repainted Photo 1991

____

Photograph 8.04 Boundary wall detail of second
__________

granite boundary marker located northeast of _______
the main gates Photo 1991
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Summary of Fabric Deterioration

During its history Fort McHenry has been extreme settlement almost immediately and

plagued by forces that have contributed to its had to be strengthened The redesign still did

deterioration Four critical factors include not provided complete resistance to

movement Photographs 1.19 1.20 Even

faulty original design the scarp walls which do not currently

exposure to excessive moisture exhibit movement that can be directly related

faulty repairs to insufficient design are underdesigned by

lack of sufficient ongoing maintenance current structural standard practice given

the height and the amount of earth retained

Often deficiencies in one area have been They are however adequately stable with

exacerbated by problems that are attributable regard to tilting or overturning Benatec

to another and in some cases all four aspects 1984 p.21
combine to create the condition at the Fort

currently documented The discussion that second area of design deficiency at the Fort

follows highlights each area it must be concerns the lack of expansion joints in the

understood that the conditions ultimately masonry walls On the breast height walls

interrelate lateral expansion and contraction of the long

brick runs without any design accommodation

Faulty Original Design has resulted in cracks developing in almost all

of the outside corners Photograph 1.19

The original construction of the Fort in ca Similar cracks are less evident on the scarp

1800 and the major improvements of the walls in part because the use of sandstone

1830s relied upon design technologies quoins at the shoulders and salients of the

available at the time In some cases for bastions accommodates degree of movement

example at the ravelin scarp wall structure between the brick and stone kind of natural

the design may have been at the forefront of expansion joint Photograph 1.02

the technology available JC 1985 45

if At other areas for example the 1836 Exposure To Excessive Moisture

Water Battery walls failure to adhere to

existing known design parameters caused The presence of water or water vapor and the

problems almost immediately The retaining movement of water have been significant

walls failed within year and had to be causes of regional local and individual

rebuilt failures at the Fort Because over 50% of all

the walls of the fort are underground ie the

Other retaining walls at the Fort are rear portions of all scarp or revetment walls

underdesigned by todays standards and as well as parts or all of three magazines two

showing signs of movement The Star Fort bombproofs and the Sally Port the

breast height walls are most problematic majority of the Forts built surfaces are in

Portions of these were rebuilt in 1837 and constant contact with moisture and frequent

raised eighteen inches from their original contact with water The sloped nature of the

1836 design That original wall exhibited scarp walls help to channel exterior

rainwater into the structure The English
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bond with the high frequency of headers walks and subsurface migration The efforts

directs the water deeper than in common bond in the latter area have involved limiting

walls water access into the ground resloping the

parade ground for improved drainage

Physical deterioration at Fort McHenry installation of clay caps at the scarp wall and

evident from the presence of water includes placement of metal flashing below some coping

stones relieving trapped water that makes

bricks or mortar joints thrusting or its way into the ground perforated drain

heaving out of plane due to increased pipes places through the bottom of the scarp

pressure from the earth retained wall and facilitating subsurface water

Photograph 3.11 collection and removal installation of new

foundation drainage and collector piping

brick faces sheared off due to freezing These efforts completed less than year ago

water from within the bricks themselves ought to have significant effect on the

Photograph 1.01 maintenance efforts required in the future

For example ponding in areas between

cracks developing in the bricks or mortar Bastion One and Two which was common

resulting from trapped water and the after rains for years has not occurred since

freeze-thaw cycle Photograph 1.10 the drainage installation

disintegration of the mortar Replacement construction is addressing the

need for weep holes built into the masonry to

disintegration and expansion of metal allow water easily to migrate through and not

designed to secure portions of the mason- build up additional pressure behind the wall

ry Photographs 3.08 3.09 The original construction probably lacked

these features CBJ 1989 p.93 ff

migration of soluble salts originally Examples of their recent introduction include

contained in the earth mortar or bricks the rebuilt segments of the water battery

themselves through to the surface walls and the reconstructed parade wall

Photographs 2.083.09 adjacent to the postern entry

growth of vegetation or molds on the Faulty Repairs

masonry surface Photograph 1.03
One of the most damaging repair techniques

flaking of applied surface coatings visible at the Fort one that has caused less

Photograph 4.10 rather than more overall stability is the use

of portland cement mortar in the repointing of

deterioration of wood surfaces adjacent to many of the masonry surfaces Photographs

masonry surfaces Photograph 5.01 1.07 1.10 The damage is most visible on

the scarp walls but the problem exists

failure of glues and adhesives in laminated throughout The extreme hardness of the

wood columns material causes adjacent brick to crack

rather than for the mortar itself to give

deterioration of wood surfaces with faulty Under forces of thermal expansion and

coatings or placement Photograph 6.04 contraction and moisture freeze the cracks

in the brick become larger allowing more

Recent attempts to solve the water problems moisture to penetrate The structural

at Fort McHenry have concentrated on integrity of the wall is eventually

controlling both surface water from roofs and undermined In certain areas where the
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portland has been used in conjunction with caulks on windows at the unprotected rears of

unusually strong bricks entire patched areas the residential buildings last less than four

serve as an unyielding mass relative to years Porch columns are in constant state

adjacent less strong mortar and brick of deterioration near their bases despite

Large areas fail as complete body The efforts to raise the wood off the grade and onto

mortar is sufficiently hard that efforts to poured concrete bases The shear quantity of

salvage the bricks subjected to it have been masonry retaining and boundary walls over

difficult and frustrating Frequently the 50000 square feet of surface excluding any

surface of the brick spalls off with the buildings presents formidable task to keep

mortar pointed and sound

second type of faulty design can be seen in The Parks Chief of Maintenance Greg

the pointing techniques independent of the McGuire and his two skilled workmen

material Many cases exist on the scarp and carpenter and mason oversee not only Fort

breast height walls where joints were not McHenry but Hampton Mansion as well

raked out prior to repointing New mortar Ongoing operational requirements at both

was simply spread on top of existing in many sites coupled with limited overall Park

cases covering portions of the brick face staff frequently dictate that these craftsmen

Photograph 1.10 Failure to set good depth must fulfill other roles Over the past year

of new mortar prevents the proper structural mason Jack Harthousen has been able to

capacity being developed Covering the brick concentrate less than one half of his time on

face allows water to penetrate more easily the tasks associated with masonry repair due to

brick-mortar joint causing deterioration as the need for manpower to assist in other

well as changing the visual characteristics of necessary Park operations This occurs

the wall despite the fact that numerous masonry

surfaces are in critical need of attention

small benefit from this faulty technique has

developed in some areas where portland

cement mortar was thinly applied as the

repointing mortar Generally in these areas

the portland can be removed without damage to

the brick faces This effort will be

recommended in the following section

Recent repointing episodes by Park staff

under the direction of Jack Harthousen have

been excellent in technique and composition

but the majority of the walls exhibit over one

hundred years of less conscientious

workmanship

Lack of Sufficient Ongoing Maintenance

The exposed nature of the Fort site subjected

to the considerable forces of wind and rain

coming directly off the adjacent open waters

on three sides mandates high level of

ongoing maintenance According to Park

carpenter Tom Schiller paint and glazing
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PART TWO

Recommendations



Introduction

This part of the overall plan presents first and walls Ventilators should be cleaned

general recommendations for the stabilization cleared and sealed before placing any

of Fort McHenry This is followed by protective devices or replacing the sod

priority list of specific construction tasks 29

that should receive attention These tasks are

ranked according to the degree of failure We concur with portions of this recommen

currently observed An itemized cost dation and include this work in our list of

breakdown of each area is included The priority items discussed later If the water

discussion concludes with plan to phase the penetration is not stopped the vaulted

work in order to minimize the impact upon structures will deteriorate more rapidly

the ongoing operations at this heavily visited Moisture migration has already deteriorated

park much of the mortar in many areas of the

construction The structural integrity of the

vaults is in jeopardy without the mortar

GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS acting as bonding agent

Drainage and Moisture Control We do not feel however that the ventilators

should be sealed They provide air movement

As already discussed the effort to improve the within the bombproofs reducing the high

drainage conditions at the fort have been humidity inherent in the structures

ongoing for over fifteen years significant method should be developed to keep rainwater

project in 1990 installed foundation drains at out while still allowing air movement

the Star Fort between Bastions and Ill Once

the effectiveness of this work can be evaluated Providing drainage around the foundations of

in the field which may take several years underground structures will require

consideration should be given to continuing significant excavation This has considerable

the effort around the remainder of the Star impact upon the historic fabric of the Fort

Fort around the Ravelin and in varying The discussion of this impact is included in

locations throughout the water battery Outlet Part of this section Coordination with

drain lines running from the salient of the Cultural Resource Requirements

ravelin will need additional investigation

Where reconstruction is necessary on the

Monitoring moisture within the scarp wall water battery and breast height walls due to

will help determine the success of the clay cap current or imminent structural failure of the

and relieving pipes installed through the base walls we recommend the addition of

of the Star Fort in reducing the quantity of foundation drains located above the footing on

water from behind the scarp the side of the retained earth These drains

should reduce the pressure of water against

The underground structures are all the wall and facilitate moisture migration

experiencing moisture penetration and must away from the construction In addition weep

be addressed In March of 1984 the Benatec holes should be introduced into the con

report recommended for all underground struction to allow an escape channel for

structures ...sod should be removed for the moisture trapped within or behind the wall

purpose of placing moisture proofing Already such weeps have been successfully

membranes and drains to intercept and introduced in portions of the rebuilt water

remove water which is penetrating the roofs battery and parade ground walls
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Where original breast height and water repair as well as the reasons associated with

battery walls remain unreconstructed we do their selection

not currently recommend installation of

foundation drains In these cases we feel that At the fort the following approaches are

the drainage benefit gained is not offset by the recommended to define limits of repair work

disruption of earth and hence historic fabric and the types of repair that should be

in order to provide the installation considered

Foundation drains for the perimeter of the Areas of localized structural failure

Star Fort buildings may diminish the current Walls cracked to the point of brick removal

degree of rising damp observed Our should be repaired or rebuilt with the exposed

current recommendations call for installation surfaces of the walls returned to their

of moisture monitoring devices placed into the original construction condition and position

masonry at low points around the buildings The scope of work should extend sufficiently

The areas should also be monitored visually beyond the cracks to prevent recurrence of

and photographically for additional low the failure involved Where appropriate

masonry deterioration In the future drains backup construction need not match original

around these structures may be warranted but instead should be designed to resist the

further discussion of this area and the impact combined earth and moisture forces

of excavation verses the benefits of improved encountered for example the use of

drainage are contained in Part of this reinforced concrete block or reinforced

Section Coordination with Cultural Resource poured-in-place concrete construction It

Requirements possible portions of the existing backup

construction for example parts of the

original footings should be maintained and

Masonry strengthened rather than replaced

The current problems related to the masonry This work effort of rebuilding generally

walls at Fort McHenry have been discussed at applies to certain water battery walls and to

length The general approach toward repair the Star Fort and Ravelin breast height walls

and reconstruction are addressed here and In the water battery the walls exhibit

include an approach for defining areas to sufficient shear cracks and areas of localized

repair or replace for monitoring conditions-- failure to warrant approximately 35%

both untreated and treated areas and for reconstruction Water battery areas

providing replacement material currently not in need of rebuilding include the

1865 surrounds to the Rodman cannons and

the three areas of wall rebuilt in the 1970s

B-i Areas for Masonry Repair and 1980s In order that at least one segment

of the original 1837 waIl remain intact for

Generally less is more in terms of masonry future analysis we recommend that no work

repair intervention The more of an historic occur on the segment to the north of the water

fabric that can be left intact the better For battery traverse This segment is currently

visible portions of the construction the least not exhibiting the degree of damage found

intrusive most benign means and methods of elsewhere

repair tend to be most favored For non-

visible repair efforts the most proven At the breast height walls local failure has

current technologies are not only acceptable currently occurred at one area in the gorge of

but generally encouraged The need exists in Bastion Five Other areas have shifted out of

all cases to document the means and methods of plane over 300% sufficient to warrant
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rebuilding now or face certain failure within only slight skim coat of portland cement

relatively short time The total amount of repointing covering deteriorated backup

breast height wall in need of rebuilding is mortar material These areas should be

approximately 30% carefully raked out using hand tools not

power tools of the portland cement cleared

The reader should refer to Part Two of this out of any loose backup mortar and repointed

Section Immediate Concerns Priority List with material close in strength texture and

for specific description of repair areas color to that originally used in the wall New

pointing should extend at least one inch into

Areas of individual brick disintegration the masonry joint Mortar surfaces should be

Selective replacement is encouraged in lieu of struck to sit slightly recessed from the face of

regional rebuilding where brick surfaces are the brick Methodologies outlined in Robert

in variable state of disrepair due to Macks Preservation Briefs Two Repointing

variety of causes Bricks with severe surface Mortar Joints in Historic Brick Buildings

loss over 1/2 multiple cracks or Office of Archeology and Historic

missing pieces should be replaced in their Preservation NPS 1979 should be

entirety but those showing minor followed

deterioration can and should remain in place

Their damaged condition may have stabilized In order to determine what areas can be

and their expected useful life could be cleaned of portland cement mortar all the

considerable Monitoring these areas over joints of the scarp wall and of the non-rebuilt

time as discussed elsewhere is of primary breast height walls should be lapped or

concern sounded by an experienced mason trained

both in the removal of portland cement and in

Areas patched with portland cement the repointing of historic masonry The

mortar results from the joint tapping will alert the

Only those areas that are exhibiting moderate skilled craftsman to the mortar removal

localized failure in the form of cracked brick possibilities

or mortar or thrust or heaved sections

should be rebuilt At this time removal of all The final execution of the portland cement

portland cement mortar is not recommended removal and the repointing of the masonry

for several reasons must be closely monitored The only effective

way to assure quality control is to require

-specialized methods and technologies sample of the contractors workmanship prior

available for the mortar removal both to his commencement of the overall work The

mechanical and hand methods will cause sample should be located on an inconspicuous

damage to adjacent brick some of it currently area of the Forts wall that exhibits the range

sound of portland repointing problems and masonry

-some areas are currently stable and damage The sample area should be thoroughly

may remain in this condition not developing documented before and after work It should

cracks Applications of portland cement be reviewed by masons familiar with the

mortar are documented back to the 1930s in problems of portland cement removal

the repairs undertaken at the fort and Finally after approval it should be used as

-over time natural forces will assist the benchmark for comparison of all other

in the erosion and disintegration of the repointing efforts

mortar allowing for easier and perhaps safer

removal Areas of vegetal growth

Two conditions exist which require separate

It should be noted that some areas exist with consideration Where hardy grasses and
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weeds are growing within masonry joints and Chemical or physical cleaning methods can

cracks generally limited to the east south open or crack masonry surfaces exposing the

and west facing walls growths should be substrate to further deterioration by

completely removed including all root moisture Preservation thinking on cleaning

material Affected areas must be raked out barring some special circumstance is that

and repointed to prevent recurrence of less is more

growth
The current recommendation for the Fort

Where moss and lichen occur generally on therefore is for no masonry cleaning unless

north facing walls the recommendation is specific circumstance requires it One such

different The conditions on these walls in circumstance that will require cleaning of

this often humid mid-Atlantic climate at this limited number of areas relates to the

site surrounded by water on three sides are manufacture of replacement brick discussed

ones that will naturally and continually occur later

The most beneficial maintenance program has

not yet been established for these conditions second circumstance that may mandate

and is one that must be developed in cleaning involves the scarp wall of the fort

conjunction with tests and field observations Rather extensive and dispersed patching will

over time The presence of growth is be carried out The scarp may emerge from

destructive but the continual removal of the the renovation effort as disconcerted jumble

growth may be more destructive than its of new brick and mortar patches randomly

natural occurrence Perhaps only occasional distributed through field which is aged and

or perhaps no removal at all will prove the toned The visual impact of the patches may

least destructive overall To establish go beyond effective interpretive benefit The

methodology for evaluation 20-foot wide wall rather than expressing history of

segment of north facing scarp wall which is numerous repairs of different ages over

not in direct public view should be cleaned time may present to the general public an

with water and soft bristle brush The inexplicable mix of very new looking brick

remainder of the face should be left unwashed and mortar randomly distributed throughout

Each year at approximately the same time of an otherwise old and stained wall

year the same area less two feet of width

should be recleaned Each year photographic If the patches are too disconcerting we would

documentation of the bricks should be made recommend consideration of methods other

After ten years the wall will have eleven than natural aging to bring the new and

samples including the original unwashed existing materials into closer harmony

area documenting range of cleaning Either mild cleaning of all surfaces or mild

alternatives Evaluation of brick condition staining of the new surfaces with natural

relative to the amount of cleaning involved materials could provide necessary unity for

should assist in the establishment of the overall structure Only after the repairs

maintenance guidelines for north facing walls are commenced can final determination be

or at worst help to establish additional made on the necessity or extent of this course

guidelines for field testing of action

Cleaning -2 Replacement Brick

In general cleaning of masonry can do more

harm to the bricks and mortar than the During any preservation effort attempts

presence of atmospheric dirt and age toning must be made to salvage existing sound

Chemical cleaners can microscopically material and integrate it back into the

dissolve surface elements or textures reconstruction For brick masonry at the
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Fort this has often proved difficult Bricks historical or architectural justification in

exposed to episodes of portland cement this instance there is neither

repointing have often been damaged beyond

repair Many other brick have cracked or The decision however to leave the bricks

spalled faces due to the freeze-thaw cycle uncoated exposing the various patchwork

poor original firing or excessive vegetal episodes of the fabric does not justify an

growth abrogation of attention to the judicious

selection of replacement brick recent

The need to go beyond the original material repair effort involved the use of salvaged

and use replacement brick has been brick from Maryland church originally

significant and relatively constant built in the 1830s which although close to

requirement for maintenance at Fort McHenry the original scarp brick in size is not

since its construction During the early years particularly good match for color range or

of fort maintenance little consideration was texture This tends to exacerbate rather than

given to matching existing brick The scarp mitigate the patched nature of the

for example exhibits numerous patches construction

composed of masonry that fails to duplicate

adjacent material in texture color range or Since the bricks are exposed it is important

compressive strength Since the walls were that repairs attempt to replicate the original

covered with surface coatings from the ca 1800 masonry that still predominates the

1820s until the 1920s there was little overall scarp The approach should be no

purpose to an exercise in matching bricks different than that used in the preservation of

with only limited visual expression to the any historic structure As bricks become

patched character of the overall masonry cracked or damaged to the point of requiring

Since the coating removals the patchwork replacement the new material should match

quilt nature of the scarp walls has become as closely as possible the correct original

visible has been noted eg TN 1972 material Brick patches currently in place

119 and generally has been accepted as that do not match can and in the case of the

visual signal to the degree of maintenance the scarp should remain as long as their

ramparts have required
condition is sound Because material in place

is less clean than replacement material

The current approach of allowing the bricks patches will continue to stand out still

to remain exposed appears sound for several leaving the wall with patchwork

reasons First the coatings were originally character If proper bricks are used the

documented as being introduced to the fort ultimate thrust of the preservation effort

over ten years after the War of 1812 the over time will be toward the 1800-period

sites most salient historical connection original wall

Secondly the coatings themselves appear to

have required high degree of maintenance In the water battery recent wall rebuilding

and were not and are not necessarily using the same salvaged brick discussed above

beneficial to the longevity or preservation of has proved similarly problematic in its color

the bricks being covered Thirdly the range An earlier wall rebuilding around

coatings varied over time from cement washes Bombproof Two used salvaged paving brick

of various colors to special paints It would from an adjacent area and this appears more

prove difficult to justify any particular acceptable Unfortunately little of this

selection for reinstallation Lastly and original paving brick remains to use for

pragmatically considered coatings currently additional replacement exercises In fact the

are not on the wall To change from the status water battery contains at least six varieties of

quo there ought to be reasonably strong brick by date and use original 1837 portions
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of wall 1865 walls surrounding the production the final acceptance should be

Bombproofs of these Bombproof Two was made only after the verification that the

completely rebuilt in the mid-1970s delivered product matches the original

1865 brick surrounding the 15 Rodman construction Failure to match should require

cannons much tanner brick in color and refabrication

typically in excellent condition coping brick

located at portions of the 1837 walls The approved sample panels should be labeled

photograph 3.06 and finally 1930s and stored under cover In the future they can

brick used in the construction of the stairs serve as the benchmark for duplication of

through the walls additional orders of brick Protected storage

will minimize the overall change in color and

To achieve appropriate brick use throughout surface texture

for both the immediate repairs necessary and

for the on-going maintenance work required The mortar color texture and placement is

at the Fort we propose broad effort which as critical as that of the brick in the overall

will involve the manufacture and stockpiling evaluation of the sample panels Hence

of custom made bricks and will provide analysis on the mortar must be performed

mechanism for future duplication of additional and specifications developed to create mix

quantities The effort should involve that is not only structurally appropriate but

visually satisfactory If the mortar color

-identification of the salient brick matches original material new construction

varieties used at the fort including the will stand out considerably against the stained

special shapes contained within the various and aged surfaces of existing joint work

construction features Preliminary analysis Consideration may have to be given to toning

indicates that three time periods are involved down the accurate original color to reduce the

ca 1800 ca 1837 and Ca 1865 with extent of variation between existing joints and

standard brick and at least three special new patches

shapes

-designation and cleaning of Coordination with Cultural Resource

representative samples of the brick varieties Compliance

within the existing fabric to establish color

ranges for the replacement brick to match Section 106 of the National Historical

Portions of each variety must be removed Preservation Act of 1966 as amended 16

from the existing fabric for testing of USC 470 et seq and the implementing

compressive strength and absorption regulations 36 CFR 800 require that any

characteristics Efforts should be made to test undertaking which effects historic fabric be

judiciously in order to minimize the removal subject to prior review through the cultural

of original material compliance process This process includes

consultation with the Maryland State Historic

-creation of specification for brick Preservation Officer and the National

replacement which requires the contractors Advisory Council on Historic Preservation

to construct sample panel of each type of

brick prior to the approval of or fabrication Any repair undertaken at the Fort that

of the overall order of replacement brick disturbs the earth must incorporate

archeological analysis The development of

The successful contractor should be selected the current set of recommendations has

by combination of price and the evaluation of included direction and input from Park

the sample panels submitted Following brick Service archeologist John Pousson and the
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firm of John Mimer Associates Since severity and progression of the moisture

considerable amount of earth relocation will problem should be well documented An effort

be required in the waterproofing of the should be undertaken to monitor for at least

underground structures and the two year period the change in moisture

reconstruction of the breast height and water content and the deterioration of masonry in

battery walls close integration with the exposed low areas of the walls The time

archeology is crucial Preliminary period will allow analysis through two

observations are noted below complete changes of seasons

Most of the underground structures date from Other archeological aspects of the stabiliz

1865 and judicious limits of earth relocation ation project have arisen Architectural

should not disturb an area more than that features particularly the thin coping brick at

which was affected during original portions of the 1837 water battery walls and

construction The neighboring historical the layers of masonry coatings still extant

episodes which predate the construction and inside the postern and on portions of the Civil

are still intact today should be left War Powder Magazine wall deserve study and

undisturbed Care must be taken at the analysis

Ravelin where remains of early gun mounts

and the remnants of the first road into the fort Accommodation of archeological investigation

may be buried in close proximity to the work during the period of construction may prove

anticipated The Sally Port bombproofs date necessary depending upon the nature of the

from 1837 and will require strict limits of finds during excavation Exploratory digs

excavation Exploratory archeological digs prior to construction are meant to minimize

are suggested for both the Sally Port and the this possibility but cannot eliminate the

Ravelin area possibility The contract for stabilization

should accommodate some minor disruption

Archeological requirements within the Star and quantify as unit price per day extended

Fort are currently limited Earth disturbance disruptions Possible shifts in the defined

would be anticipated only if and when phasing of work should be discussed within

foundation drains are installed The area the contract If major archeological effort

around many of the Star Fort structures proves necessary at particular area work

underwent archeological investigation in the could progress at others keeping the

late 1950s and the results incorporated into contractor in operation while not increasing

the HABS drawings of 1958 Portions of the the cost to the government

residential units originally extended into

basement areas and this fact will complicate

any foundation drain placement At the Establishment of Preservation

magazine additional archeology was completed Maintenance Plan

in 1978 which uncovered remnants of an

original surface drain These remnants Ongoing maintenance at Fort McHenry is

currently buried may be destroyed with the mandatory Speedy correction of local

installation of new foundation drainage failures when small and just commencing

can usually halt deterioration of adjacent

The Park Service must decide whether this areas

disturbance and possible loss of historic

artifact is offset by the benefit in reducing The creation of the photographic mylars of the

rising damp and mitigating the destructive exterior walls of the Fort which accompany

forces on the lower masonry walls of the this report is an important step in the

structures To assist in the assessment the establishment of preservation maintenance
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plan The condition of the construction and surface deterioration is crucial in

materials can be evaluated over time As formulating the proper decisions concerning

repair work is completed on any particular repair or stabilization extent and methods

area the scope and description should be

entered on overlays of the base sheets New Specifically several items are currently in

documentary photos should be taken of the need of additional observation and monitoring

completed work and entered with the base set over time in order to help assess the source

of mylars
and speed of deterioration that is occurring

The rears of several of the residential

Repair work carried out by Park staff is buildings are bulged and their movement

critical to the overall maintenance of the should be followed The moisture and

facility Procedural and construction possible rising damp inside and outside the

assistance should be developed to insure both Star Fort Powder Magazine should be tracked

the quality of the repairs and the ability of the Likewise all of the residential buildings

staff to carry them out preliminary deserve similar monitoring as the brick at

manual for Preservation Maintenance the lowest levels of the walls appear to be

Program at Fort McHenry was developed in deteriorating more rapidly than those higher

the 1980s but never finalized up The results associated with the earlier

Consideration should be given to the further work on the Star Fort ramparts capping the

development and completion of such parapet with clay and providing drainage

program piping through the lower portions in reduc

ing moisture trapped behind the scarp should

In the past small in-house repair tasks at be evaluated over time The degree of mois

the fort have proved problematic in part ture buildup that remains should be moni

because of the lack of repair materials that tored The water table surrounding the

adequately match the original construction underground magazines and bombproofs

The stockpiling of new custom fabricated should be documented over several years in

brick which is currently being planned will order to determine its expected maximum

provide the maintenance staff with ready level and its possible effect on the water

source of replacement masonry that will be penetration into the structures

appropriate for the repairs Aquia Creek

sandstone that may come close to matching The results from these monitoring tests will

the original quoin material exists in storage help the Park and its consultants determine

areas at Rock Creek Park in Washington D.C the appropriate course of action in stabilizing

It is currently being used for repairs to the these aspects of the fabric As information is

White House and Capitol building The Park obtained it should be included in an expanded

and Region are encouraged to make Appendix of this report Further develop-

arrangements to verify compatibility If the ments and results concerning the stability of

materials match the fort should arrange to the postern the problems with the sod failing

stockpile pieces of the material for use in to grow on the edge of the parapet walls of the

future quoin repair work scarp and the nature and origins of the quoin

material is expected shortly

The need to monitor existing conditions of the

built fabric has been brought up repeatedly The actual repair techniques observed in the

Within the overall maintenance program field as accomplished by the current staff

procedure should be established that provides have been excellent With an organized

the park with the equipment and manpower documentation program and with appropriate

necessary to conduct ongoing field tests raw materials the maintenance effort should

Scientifically tracking moisture movement be exemplary
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IMMEDIATE CONCERNS
Priority List

The following list establishes priority the particular site location of the walls

for the current areas of deterioration at the requiring repair Refer to the phasing plan in

Fort according to the size and apparent speed Section Four for specific boundaries The

of progression of the failures Input into the three water battery sub-divisions are

priority of items has been received from Park East from and including Bombproof One west

maintenance personnel including Chief of to the traverse excluding the area

Maintenance Greg McGuire mason Jack surrounding the Rodman cannon Central

Harthousen and carpenter Tom Schiller The from the rebuilt section west of Magazine Two

list contains items which exceed the normal to the new wall of Bombproof Two and

maintenance requirements of construction of West from the Bombproof Two earthen

this type or which have not received mound west to the existing repairs

sufficient maintenance in the recent past

Areas recommended for further monitoring

are not included Breast Height Wall Deterioration

Segments of the breast height walls of both the

Water Battery Walls Star Fort and of the Ravelin have local

failures which not attended to may result in

Three areas of the water battery have been regional failures of the structure The most

rebuilt beginning in 1975 with the use of significant areas for repair include the right

outside contractors and in one case with the flank of Bastion Five the long segments

park staff This work should continue The parallel to the scarp curtains between

walls are cracked and in several cases have Bastions Four and Five and majority of the

heaved out of plane The wall surrounding the corners

entry to Bombproof One is leaning out

significantly will continue to rotate out and The entrant corner at Bastion Five has

eventually collapse The flights of stairs missing heaved and cracked brick The

adjacent to the 15-inch cannons are in poor capstones of the walls in several adjacent

condition and require reconstruction areas have shifted forward as much as nine

inches over 300 per cent beyond design

Past reconstructions have not been too position

successful in matching the color of existing

brick or in maintaining the size and Failures due to expansion and contraction in

configurations of the original coping brick the length of the walls during changes in

More attention to these issues in the proposed temperature appear to be significant factor

work should be paid for consideration The expansion is causing

the entrant corners at each end to bow and for

The walls in question involve four different the entrant corner at Bastion Five to crack

original building episodes 1837 1865-6 and heave It is recommended that control

surrounds of Rodman cannons 1867 joints be introduced near the corners of

revetments surrounding Bombproofs One and replacement construction These joints could

Two and 1937 stairway construction be toothed to follow brick joints in order to

reduce their visual impact upon the historic

The work on the water battery walls can be fabric

sub-divided for phasing purposes based upon
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The work on the breast height walls can be wall between Bastion Four and Five requires

subdivided into phases Bastion Five separate discussion The area appears to be

rebuild the wall from the existing repairs on stable primarily due to its own innate shape

Bastion Five to the gorge corner of Bastion There is lack of mortar between the stones

Four Bastion Three-Four rebuild The structure may not remain indefinitely in

portions of the curtain between Three and this condition The problems experienced

Four plus miscellaneous corners that have during the late 1980s with silt washing

cracked and repair/replace capstones where through the stones and with the sink hole in

necessary Bastion One-Three rebuild the terreplein above are of concern It is

corners plus conduct miscellaneous repairs to recommended that exploratory tests be

capstones and flashing where required and performed from within the postern to more

Ravelin breast height walls rebuild accurately define its current stability

portions of each side extending away from the Following these tests and an evaluation of the

Rodman cannon surrounds findings recommendations will be set forth

to repair and stabilize the area

Scarp Wall Deterioration The inside of the postern is one of the few

areas that still contain surface coatings on

Although virtually all of the masonry failures masonry condition that existed extensively

listed earlier are evident within the scarp at the fort from the 1820s to the 1920s If

walls we highlight here only particular the postern must be dismantled and

portions where entire areas of brick have reconstructed these coatings should be

cracked or heaved to the point of removal The analyzed and documented prior to the work

most serious regions are along the base of the

Scarp Wall between Bastion One and Two Not

attended to these areas will progressively Sally Port Water Infiltration

worsen Portions of the curtain wall between

and including Bastion Two and Three also Water penetration into the bombproofs is

should be repaired before more serious excessive enough to cause over foot of

damage results Miscellaneous brick standing water following heavy rain if the

replacement should be performed for the drain does not remain open Although

entire scarp attention to the drain will eliminate the water

from the floor the extent of penetration over

Mortar joints on the entire scarp wall should time will compromise the construction

be tapped and those areas that require it Leached salts and mold are currently evident

should be repointed Where possible due to its Paint is not adhering to the masonry surface

condition or placement existing portland Above the bombproof the evidence of

cement mortar should be removed This is moisture penetrating the east rear masonry

true however only when such removal will walls storage room and guard room is

not adversely affect the adjacent brick If the evident on the adjacent wood floor and base

areas in question are deteriorated to the point which has deteriorated

where adjacent brick has already cracked and

spalled the entire region should be rebuilt Consideration should be given to the removal

of the earth covering the Sally Port

Masonry work on the scarp wall can progress waterproofing the structure from the

in phases organized by location according to exterior and then replacing the earth At the

Bastion same time additional consideration to the

exterior drainage surrounding the structure

Work on the postern tunnel through the scarp should be undertaken Such drainage might
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also allow for the elimination of the four system in the region should be evaluated and

drainage pipes currently penetrating the consideration of other connections explored

scarp curtain wall between Bastion Five and

Bastion One Investigations into the location of the water

table and possible water infiltration through

Following repairs the interior of the portions of the structure built below the table

bombproofs should be evaluated to determine should be conducted

if the current paint non-historic can be Following waterproofing interior bricks

removed without additional damage to the should be cleaned and spot repointed

masonry surfaces below Many of the bricks

appear heavily deteriorated with irregular For phasing each of these structures could be

and worn faces showing through as shadows on treated independently

the painted surface In many areas paint has

been applied not to the hard original brick

skin which seems to have spalled off but to Ravelin magazine

exposed inner surfaces Tests must be

conducted to see if in removing the paint the Much of the same moisture problem

bricks are placed in further state of experienced in the Water Battery is taking

disrepair If the removal can proceed without place in the Ravelin magazine Because of the

additional masonry destruction it is raised wood floor and the effective sump the

recommended Bricks can be repointed and impact of the water penetration is less

left exposed Otherwise only the loose and noticeable However the stains and salt

flaking surface paint should be removed the deposits on the brick surfaces of the magazine

mold and mildew neutralized with fungicide are evident particularly in the lower areas of

solution treatment and the surfaces the space

repainted
The ravelin should undergo similar treatment

Phasing of work on the Sally Port is of as discussed in Items and above Because

concern since it is highly visible and of great of archaeologically sensitive areas adjacent to

visitor interest It is recommended that work required excavation careful limits on the

proceed in two separate phases so that one extent of digging must be followed

half of the building would always be accessible

to the public during the periods of repair While work is in progress at the Ravelin

consideration should be given to the

installation of new sump pump that could sit

Water Battery Bombproofs and below the existing floor level This would

Magazines eliminate the current painted plywood box

that sits in the center of the vestibule area

All of the subterranean spaces located in the Additionally more effective lighting should be

Water Battery are experiencing some degree considered for the vault spaces

of water infiltration similar exercise to

that proposed at the Sally Port of earth Woodwork and Miscellaneous

removal waterproofing and redisposition of Masonry Repair Inside the Star Fort

earth should be undertaken The structure

with the most severe problems is Magazine The historic structures inside the Star Fort

the residences magazine and sally port

During the repairs installation of perimeter require variety of repair efforts that

drainage systems should be considered involve the woodwork and limited amount of

Possible connections to the postern drainage the masonry surfaces Although much of this
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work could be treated in the category of Civil War Powder Magazine

ongoing maintenance the extent of the current

requirement exceeds current manpower The masonry on portions of the surrounding

wall for this magazine particularly on the

majority of the sills on the rear of the inside southeast face shows signs of spalling

structures are in need of conservation and and disintegration The inside northeast face

reinstallation to properly slope Wood sash is currently covered with surface coatings and

and frames on the rear of the buildings are all the condition of the masonry below is not

in need of repair recaulking and repainting known As much as twenty five percent of the

Column bases pose constant problem and exposed surface masonry of the inside wall

studies should be conducted to substitute should be replaced with new brick

material other than the laminated columns

currently in use Use of borate rod inserted Cracks have developed in certain areas of the

into the base of the colume to retard rot and wall particularly near the south corner that

insect damage should be investigated had door opening installed and then later

Masonry repair is necessary on the west wing removed The wall should be locally rebuilt at

of the No Enlisted Mens Barracks and the areas where major cracks have developed

adjacent side area of the Junior Officers

Quarters The exterior masonry of the building requires

spot replacement particularly on the

southeast elevation

Metal clamp tie back deterioration

majority of the exterior walls of this

These clamps installed in 1866 on the building and of its surrounding wall are in

exposed ends of the polygonal Water Battery need of repointing Unattended excessive

walls Ravelin revetment and stairs to the moisture penetration and freeze-thaw

Ravelin Magazine and Water Battery shearing and cracking are likely Partial

bombproofs are generally in excellent evidence of this problem is already evident

condition The overall design and installation

of these walls has proved impressively stable On the interior the crack at the top of the

vault should be repaired

Many of the metal tie backs particularly

those on exterior locations are showing no

signs of deterioration whatsoever However

in certain areas particularly in the Ravelin

stairs to the magazine one area of the Ravelin

revetment one area of the Water Battery

revetment and both interior stairs to the

Water Battery bombproofs the metal has

exfoliated causing local brick failure

Investigation into the nature of the material

failure should be undertaken and the areas in

question stabilized It is possible that two

clamps of different metal were originally

used one intended for exterior locations and

one for interior
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COST ESTIMATES

The following section establishes net Each area of work has final contingency

construction budget estimate for work figure of 15% and an escalation figure of 5%

identified under the section entitled added Since the precise scope of work has yet

Immediate Concerns Descriptions of work to be fully described the contingency figure

as well as the construction costs associated will allow flexibility in the final development

with the descriptions are preliminary of repair techniques and extent Costs are

Where possible items of work have been based on May 1992 figures An amount for

quantified by typical units and costs project cost escalation from this point until

associated with the units used An attempt has point halfway through the actual construction

been made to reflect outside contractor of the project should be added to the overall

overhead and profit on the estimates project budget For project expected to be

presented The additional surcharge mandated bid in 1993 with two year duration an

because of the excavation required in areas escalation figure of between 5% and 10%

rich in archeological history has not been should be considered The net construction

addressed The excavation and earth budget summary is presented below followed

removal and replacement includes no by individual breakdowns

archeological component

Work Item Budget Cost Estimate

Water Battery Walls $222380
Breast Height Walls including Ravelin 372960

Scarp Wall restoration 306280

Sally Port Water Infiltration 204210
Water Battery Underground structures

Magazine Three 132960

MagazineTwo 132960

Bombproof One 132960

Bombproof Two 132960
Ravelin Magazine 132960
Historic Structures inside Star Fort 128840
Metal cramp at stair deterioration 6350
Civil War Magazine repointing

71 21

NETCONSTRUC11ONTOTAL $2087030
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Estimate Breakdown
Qty Unit cost Cost

Water Battery Walls excluding walls 480 LF

surrounding the 15 Rodman cannons
Selective demolition and hauling of brick 200 CV 98.20/CY $1 9640

Salvage effort on existing brick $.50/bk 5OCY 300.00/CY 15000
Earthwork excavation and 400 CY 25.58/CY 10230

earth replacement

Mobilization and Demobilization units 300.00/unit 1200
Erosion Control 800 LF .60/LF 480

Modification of existing foundations 480 LF 30.00/LF 14400

conc/rebar into existing

New 12 filled CMU wall w/horiz mtl 3600 SF 6.90/SF 24840

bracing and ties to brick veneer

New hand made solid brick $1.50/bk 3600 SF 15.30/SF 55 300

colored and custom manufactured

Installation of veneer brick wall 3600 SF 9.00/SF 32400

with special mortar weeps drainage

and solid brick coping

Cleaning of wall 2400 SF .75/SF 800

Sodding 300SY 4.50/SY 1350
SUBTOTAL 167420
General Contractor OH/P 10% 6740

15% contingency
27620

and 05% escalation 0600

TOTAL $222380

Breast Height Walls estimate total 650 LF

lineal feet for replacement

Selective demolition and hauling 300 CV 98.20/CY $29460

Salvage effort on existing brick $.50/bk 75CY 300.00/CY 22500
Earthwork excavation and 800 CV 25.58/CY 20460

earth replacement

Mobilization and Demobilization units 300.00/unit 200
Erosion Control 1300 LF .60/LF 780

Modification of existing foundations 650 LF 30.00/LF 9500

conc/rebar into existing

New 12 filled CMU wall w/horiz.mtl 5200 SF 6.90/SF 35880
bracing and ties to brick veneer

New hand made solid brick custom 5200 SF 15.30/SF 79560
colored and custom manufactured

Installation of veneer brick wall 5200 SF 7.00/SF 36400
with special mortar weeps etc

25%newsandstonecoping 400 LF 25.00/LF 10000
50% exist coping all installation 800 LF 18.00/LF 14400

with new zinc flashing

Cramps with lead plugs reinstallation 1500 LF 3.00/LF 4500
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Qty Unit cost Cost

Breast Height Walls Continued

Cleaning of new work 5200 SF .75/SF 3900

Sodding
500 SY 4.5OISY 2250

SUBTOTAL 280790
General Contractor OH/P 10% 28080

15% contingency
46330

and 05% escalation 7760

TOTAL $372960

Scarp Wall Patch at Deteriorated areas 5000 SF

Assume equivalent size of one entire

curtain/bastion for rebuilding patches
Selective demolition and removal of

deteriorated areas 370 CV 98.20/CY $36330

Toothing in of back-up std brick 5000 SF 9.00/SF 45000

New surface brick custom 5000 SF 15.30/SF 76500

Installation of new surface brick

custom mortar 5000 SF 7.00/SF 35000

Tap all mortar joints spot repoint 17000 SF 2.00/SF 34000
entire scarp less new work area

Wash wall at new work 5000 SF .75/SF 3750

SUBTOTAL 230580
General Contractor OH/P 10% 23060

15% contingency
38050

and 05% escalation 4590

TOTAL $306280

Sally Port Water Infiltration

Excavation earth removal shoring 300 CV 260.00/CY $78000
Exterior surface preparation 3200 SF 6.00/SF 19200

clean brick surface apply

cementatious parging

Waterproofing membrane 3200 SF 3.00/SF 9600

Local foundation drainage improvement allowance 25000

Earthwork reinstallation 300 CV 12.00/CY 3600

Sodding 100 SY 4.50/SV 450

Interior repointing
4000 SF 2.00/SF 8000

Interior scraping of painted masonry 4000 SF 2.10/SF 8400

surfaceslead paint
and repainting

Woodwork base repair in guards room allowance 500
SUBTOTAL 153750
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Qty Unit cost Cost

Sally Port Water Infiltration continued

General Contractor OH/P 10% 15370

15% contingency
25370

and 05% escalation
9720

TOTAL $204210

5.-6 Water Battery and Ravelin Underground

Structures average cost per structure

Earth removal and wall excavation 300 CY 160.00/CY $48000

Exterior surface preparation
1600 SF 6.00/SF 9600

clean brick surface apply

cementatious coating

Waterproofing membrane 1600 SF 3.00/SF 4800

Local foundation drainage improvement allowance 20000

Masonry repair/rebuilding
allowance 10000

Earthwork reinstallation 300 CV 12.00/CY 3600

Sodding
200 SY 4.50/SY 900

Interior misc scraping cleaning

repointing of masonry 800 SF 4.00/SF 3200

SUBTOTAL 100100
General Contractor OH/P 10% 0010

15% contingency
16520

and 05% escalation 6330

TOTAL average structure
$1 960

Exterior Work on Structures in Star Fort

Repair/consolidate window sills 50 units 50.00/unit $2500

Surface preparation for window

repainting 50 units 120.00/unit 6000

Paint Windows primer2-coats 50 units 50.00/unit 2500

Wood trim repair/ repainting 1000 LF 6.00/LF 6000

Porch repair/repainting
units 5000.00/unit 20000

Masonry repair
allowance 60000

SUBTOTAL 97000
General Contractor OH/P 10% 9700

15% contingency
16010

and 05% escalation 61 30

TOTAL $128840
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Qty Unit cost Cost

Metal Clamp Deterioration

assume 15 areas

Brick and clamp removal 60 LF 8.00/LF $480

Refabrication of clamps 20 units 250./unit 5000
New brick custom 300 SF 15.00/SF 4500
Installation with custom mortar 300 SF 7.00/SF 2100
Clean Brick 300 SF .75/SF 225

SUBTOTAL 12310
General Contractor OH/P 10% 1230

15% contingency
2030

and 05% escalation
780

TOTAL $16350

Civil War Magazine repointing

assume 100 repointing of 12400 SF

building and both sides of

surrounding wall

Cut joints by hand to 1-1/2

depth 12400 SF 2.00/SF $24800

Repoint with special mortar 12400 SF 2.00/SF $24800
Wash surfaces 12400 SF .75/SF 9300

Replace damaged brick allowance 60000

Repair interior vault crack allowance 0000
SUBTOTAL 128900
General Contractor OH/P 10% 12890
15% contingency

21 270
and 05% escalation 81 50

TOTAL $171210
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PHASING PLAN aspects of this park For example it became

clear that some visitor interest areas such as

The work required to stabilize and preserve the Sally Port bombproofs should not be

Fort McHenry encompasses the entire historic totally closed at any time if possible Certain

area both inside and surrounding the Star highly prized view corridors for example the

Fort In order to minimize the impact of such vistas from Bastion Five should be available

construction on the daily operations at the at all times either from the bastion or from

Fort the following phasing plan has been the Water Battery area below

developed Significant input from the Park

Region and Denver Service Center of the The phasing described below assumes that one

National Park Service was helpful in order to general contractor will be responsible for the

produce plan sympathetic to the particular entire scope of work This should afford
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variety of cost savings to the government as one stair

well as minimize scheduling and coordination Bombproof One 5.a excavate water-

problems Costs are reduced due to economies proof and add foundation drains

of scale associated with one large contract as

opposed to numerous small contracts Start- Phase II

up and close-down costs as well as most other IlA Breast Height Walls 2.c Bastion I-

necessary general conditions of the contract Ill rebuild corners plus miscel

are reduced Costs necessary for the laneous repair on segments and

preparation of contract documents are capstones approximately 100

reduced Conflicts over the responsibility for lineal feet

work that falls at the boundary of phasing Scarp Wall Rebuilding 3.a selective

areas is eliminated with the presence of only rebuilding and repair between the

one general contractor Overall project
north side of the Sally Port and

scheduling is simplified helping to assure Bastion Ill

continual public access to the facility
North Side of Sally Port 4.a exca

Finally responsibility for the quality of the vate waterproof and add foundation

work will rest with one entity This will drains for the north half of the

eliminate any discussion by contractor of building

poor workmanship being blamed on

interference with or problems created by IIB Water Battery Walls-West 1.c from

other contractors Bombproof Two earthen mound west

to existing repairs approximately

The work is divided into six primary phases 150 lineal feet plus one stair

as presented below The first three phases Bombproof Two 5.b excavate water-

have two parts each in order to help control proof and add foundation drains

the location and movement of the contractor Magazine Three 5.d excavate water-

staging areas The numbers in parenthesis proof and add foundation drains

refer back to the general priority list of

immediate concerns presented earlier

discussion of the phasing follows the Phase Ill

descriptions Plans are included that lilA Ravelin Breast Height 2.d rebuild

highlight the locations involved in each phase approximately 110 lineal feet

Ravelin Magazine excavate water

proof and add foundation drains

Phase
IA Breast Height Walls 2.b Bastion iii- IlIB Water Battery Walls-Central 1.b

IV curtain between Ill and IV plus from rebuilt section west of

corners and miscellaneous cap Magazine Two to the new wall of

repairs approximately 165 lineal Bombproof Two approximately 205

feet lineal feet

Scarp Wall Rebuilding 3.a selective Magazine Two 5.c excavate water-

rebuilding and repair between and proof and add foundation drains

including Bastions Ill and IV

Phase IV

lB Water Battery Walls-East 1.a from Breast Height Walls 2.a Bastion

and including Bombproof One west to from existing repairs on Bastion to

the Traverse excluding the area gorge corner of Bastion IV

surrounded by the Rodman cannon approximately 175 lineal feet

Approximately 110 lineal feet plus Postern Rebuilding 3.b precise work
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required will be defined following park except the area surrounding Bastion

additional field investigation and the south portion of the Sally Port would

Scarp Wall Rebuilding 3.a selective be accessible to visitation

rebuilding and repair between the

south side of the Sally Port to Phase should commence only after Phase IV

Bastion IV is complete sequencing within Phase

South Side of Sally Port excavate should allow public visitation to most if not

waterproof and add foundation drains all of the Star Fort structures even while

for the south half of the building they undergo exterior masonry and woodwork

renovation

Phase
Parade Buildings 7.a Masonry Phase VI should have little or no impact upon

repairs visitors The location of the Civil War

Parade Buildings 7.b Woodwork Magazine precludes major interference with

repairs normal visitor activity The repair of the

metal cramps is very site specific The

Phase vi undertaking of general repairs in the areas of

Metal clamps Repairs the cramps may dictate their rehabilitation

Civil War Powder Magazine during those periods rather than separately

masonry repairs and repointing Phase VI work could proceed earlier if the

contractor finds himself slowed or halted

during the Phase through IV activity due to

The sequence of the phasing was established unforseen archeological requirements

for several reasons By commencing with not Developing this kind of flexibility within the

too difficult repair work Phase the phasing will help to keep the contractor busy

contractor can learn of the expectation and and keep the costs down

level of performance sought by the design

team Phase IA being in the back of the

fort will not interfere with the normal

experience of the visitors Phase lB should

commence soon after the start of Phase IA

This arrangement will allow the contractor to

have two crews working at the fort at one

time increasing his efficiency and controlling

the overall time frame of the contract Both

Phase areas being worked on simultaneously

will not significantly impact visitor access to

all major park areas

Phase IIA should commence following the

completion and acceptance of Phase IA and

likewise Phase IIB should follow lB

similar process should apply to Phases lilA

and tuB This method will guarantee that

large portion of all major park facilities will

always be available to visitors

Phase IV should not commence until all of

Phases through III are completed All of the
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GLOSSARY OF FORTIFICATION TERMS

The following list is an expansion of the have had four for personnel one on each side

glossary established by Thompson and of the sally port and two constructed in the

Newcomb in their Historic Structure Report 1860s in the water battery

Fort McHenry.. ppl27 if Terms used in the

descriptions that are also defined in this Breast-Height Wall The interior slope of

glossary are italicized fort parapet Eventually the breast-

heights at Fort McHenry were made of brick

Banquette The bank of earth in rear of the Ctapboarding Surfacing with wood plank

parapet on which infantry troops stand to where each plank has one edge thicker than

fire At Fort McHenry the banquette formed the other to facilitate horizontal overlapping

part of the terreplein behind the parapet of to form waterproof exterior surface At

the main works Refer to the sectional Fort McHenry the interior slopes of the

diagram included in the main text parapet above the breast-height walls were

clapboarded in 1844

Barbette See En barbette

Coping The highest or covering course of

Bastion work consisting of two faces and wall The coping at Fort McHenry is of

two flanks all the angles being salient Fort granite and projects out over the scarp wall

McHenry has five one at each quadrant of See also cordon

pentagon See diagram
Cordon An ornamental projecting course

along the junction of parapet with

LEFT FACE RIGHT FACE
rampart The coping of scarp wall

which sometimes projects out beyond the face

of the wall by few inches

SHOULDER
RIGHT SHOULDER

RIGHT rLi Counterscarp The vertical or nearly

vertical side of ditch nearest to the

CURTMN CURTSIJN besiegers and opposite the scarp wall While

generally faced or revetted in permanent

works it was simply an earthen work at Fort

Batter slope upward and backward from Covert Way Covered Way corridor

the perpendicular in wall or pier usually or ban quette running along the top of the

expressed as the ratio of two numbers At counterscarp protected by an embankment

Fort McHenry the scarp walls are battered whose outer slope forms the glacis The

defending infantry used it as place of

Battery An area protected by two or more security or as means of moving from point

guns See also Water Battery to point Because of the lowness and nature of

the counterscarp at Fort McHenry the

Bombproof structure of sufficient military sometimes considered the ditch itself

thickness and strength that bombs cannot to be the covert way

penetrate them Fort McHenry is known to
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Curtain That part of the rampart between the back side of the parapet Infantry troops

two bastions Fort McHenry has five lean against the interior slope when firing

curtains

Magazine Storehouse for powder Fort

Demilune See Rave/in McHenry has five which survive one pre

War of 1812 located inside the Star Fort and

Embrasure At Fort McHenry an opening referred to as the Star Fort Powder Magazine

in the parapet through which the guns on the one constructed 1863-4 and referred to as

bastions were pointed
the Civil War Magazine and three constructed

in 1866 one in the Rave/in called Magazine

En Barbette At Fort McHenry guns on the One two in the water battery called Magazine

bastions set on platforms high enough as to Two and Three

enable the guns to fire over the parapet

rather than be worked through an embrasure Pintle blocks Large stones usually of

granite containing the pin upon which the

Entrant angle An angle inverted toward or cannon carriages would pivot

pointing into the fortification

Parapet Breastworks of earth brick

Exterior slope The slope given to the stone or other material The main fort the

outside of parapet At Fort McHenry there rave/in and the water battery at Fort

were exterior slopes on the outside of the star McHenry each had its parapet made of sodded

fort parapet the water battery parapet and earth

the rave/in parapet
Postern minor passageway usually

Face Flank of Bastion The faces were vaulted under the rampart to afford

the two parts of the bastion that made the communication from the interior into the

salient angle The flanks were the two parts ditch Fort McHenry had one narrow

that joined the faces to the curtains Left and vaulted passage leading through the rampart

right designations are with reference to between Bastion Four and Five This

person standing inside the fortification originally served as the main drain from the

looking toward the salient angle interior after construction of the 1830s

water battery this tunnel provided

Glacis slope of earth usually turfed that communication between the fort and the

inclines from the covered way towards the battery

country Its object is to bring assailants into

conspicuous line of fire as they approach the Rampart Broad embankment of masonry

fort also to mask the general works of the and/or mass of earth surrounding fortified

place place rampart forms the body of the place

The parapet is on its exterior side At Fort

Gorge 1The rear entrance to bastion McHenry the ramparts are essentially the

narrow passage between steep walls At Fort star fort The exterior is defined by the

McHenry the term gorge was used to refer to masonry scarp walls On the interior the

the space between the rave/in and the tort parade ground revetment wall separates the

proper parade ground from the terrep/ein

Interior slope The inclination toward the Revetment wall retaining wall faced with

inner part of work which is given to the stone or brick masonry

earth forming the parapet or rampart i.e
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Ravelin or Demilune work bombproofs and magazines provide protection

constructed beyond the main ditch opposite similar to that offered by the traverse

curtain composed of two faces and forming

salient angle It has its own ditch and usually Traverse circle In gunnery circular

counterscarp Fort McHenry had one ravelin plate of iron fastened to bed of solid masonry

that provided protection for the sally port on which the traverse wheels which support

the gun chassis roll

Salient angle The projecting angle formed

by the two faces of bastion or rave/in Water battery battery located nearly

level with the water During the War of

Sally port The gate or passage by which the 1812 Fort McHenry had two water batteries-

garrison of fort may make sally on the lower on the rivers edge and the

besiegers At Fort McHenry it was the main upper which fired over the lower These fell

gateway into the fort At first it apparently into disuse and were eventually leveled In

was single opening through the ramparts the late 1830s the present day battery

Later an arch covered it adjacent to the fort was constructed

This area could more accurately be referred

Scarp or Escarp The walls of the fort on to as an Outer battery leaving the term

the inner side of the ditch At Fort McHenry water battery for the earlier works

the scarp is brick and battered back 94 to This report has used the term water battery

one To the casual visitor the scarp is the for the area since it comforms to current

fort when viewed from the outside usage

Shoulder angle With reference to

bastion the angled formed by the intersection

of face and flank wall

Star fort An inclosed field work in shape

like the heraldic representation of star The

first fort at Whetstone Point was probably

true star fort Todays fort while often called

star fort is not truly such it is pentagon

with five bastions

Terreplein The broad surface which

remains on the rampart after constructing the

parapet and the ban quette The terreplein at

Fort McHenry was not especially broad and

today extended from the parade ground

revetment wa/Ito the breast height walls

Traverse mound of earth or masonry

higher than man approximately 18 feet

thick placed at intervals on rampart to stop

shot which may enfilade Currently Fort

McHenry has only one true traverse of this

nature in the 1830s water battery Earlier

brick or earthen traverses did exist The

mound-like forms of the water battery
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PROJECT PHOTOGRAPHY

Overview

The Comprehensive Plan Report and the The photographs for the photographic mylar

Photographic Mylar Set of drawings used two set of drawings used large camera format

different types of camera and negative format that produced by black and white

specified by the individual task order negatives Approximately 800 views were

requirements recorded each with two negatives One shot

contained vertical measuring rod and sign

The photographs for the written report were with the negative location and number The

produced from 35 mm negatives using five other shot was identical except that these

rolls of black and white film and augmented items were removed complete inventory of

with two rolls of color film to show certain the locations of where these photographs were

areas The negatives for these photographs taken is contained with the material submitted

are being submitted with the original copy of with the original negatives for that task

this report Contact sheet positive images of order The numbering system used for the

the film together with location and large format work was based on the same wall

description of each photograph are contained designation system developed for this report

in the following pages References to wall and is contained in the key plan presented

numbers are coordinated with the key plan below

presented below
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Fort McHenry National Monument and Historic Shrine

Photographic Index

Roll One October 1991

References to Fortification wall numbers coordinate with the Key Plan titled Fort McHenry

Wall Codes for Photography Bastion Numbers are those traditionally used at the fort one

through five arranged counterclockwise starting north of the Sally Port Left and right

designations for bastion flank and face walls are with reference to someone standing inside the

fort looking outward

Negative

Roll.Nbr Subject

.01 Frontal view of Scarp Wall north end of curtain adjacent to Bastion One

.02 Side view of Scarp Wall looking from the Sally Port toward the flank wall of

Bastion One

.03 Frontal view of Scarp Wall right flank wall of Bastion One

.04 Side view of Scarp Wall looking toward curtain

.05 Side view of Scarp Wall looking north

.06 Frontal view of Scarp Wall right face of Bastion One

.07 Side view of Scarp Wall left face of Bastion One

.08 Frontal view of Scarp Wall south end of curtain adjacent to Bastion Five

.09 Side view of Scarp WaIl looking from Bastion Five toward Bastion One

Side view of Scarp Wall 25 left flank of Bastion Five looking east

11 Exterior view of Sally Port

.1 Side view of Scarp Wall 24 left face of Bastion Five looking northwest

.1 Side view of Scarp Wall 23 right face of Bastion Five looking east

.1 Side view of Scarp Wall 22 right flank of Bastion Five looking toward the

curtain wall between Bastion Four and Five

Frontal view of Scarp Wall 21 curtain wall between Bastion Four and Five

Side view of Scarp Wall 21 curtain wall between Bastion Four and Five

.1 Side view of Scarp Wall 20 left flank of Bastion Four looking toward curtain

wall between Bastion Four and Five

Side view of Scarp Wall 19 left face of Bastion Four looking southwest

Side view of Scarp Wall 18 right face of Bastion Four looking northwest

.20 Side view of Scarp Wall 16 curtain between Bastion Three and Four looking

toward Bastion Three

.21 Frontal View of Scarp Wall 16

1.22 Frontal View of Scarp Walls 14 and 15 left face and flank of Bastion Three

.23 Side view of Scarp Wall 15 left flank of Bastion Three looking toward curtain

wall between Bastion Three and Four

.24 Side view of Scarp Wall 14 left face of Bastion Three looking west

.25 Side view of Scarp Wall 12 right flank of Bastion Three looking toward curtain

wall between Bastion Two and Three

.26 Frontal view of Scarp Wall 10 left flank of Bastion Two

.27 Side view of Scarp Wall 10 looking northwest

.28 Side view of Scarp Wall right flank of Bastion Two looking toward curtain

wall between Bastion One and Two
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Fort McHenry National Monument and Historic Shrine

Photographic Index

Roll One October 1991

Page -2-

Negative

Roll.Nbr Subject

.29 Side view of Scarp Wall right flank of Bastion Two looking northwest

1.30 Detail of Scarp Wall north side between projecting drain pipes

.31 Detail of Scarp Wall showing brick patches

.32 Detail of Scarp Wall showing lichen and moss growth

.33 Detail of Scarp Wall showing efflorescence and cracked mortar

.34 Detail of Scarp Wall showing larger area of efflorescence thrust brick

missing bricks and cracked and missing mortar

.35 Detail of Scarp Wall showing localized wall face failure five foot long by six

course high area of missing and loose brick adjacent to the ground

beginning approximately two feet from Bastion Two

.36 Detail at joint between Scarp Walls and showing projecting conduit and

wire
Detail at Scarp Wall showing recessed settled area of brick adjacent to quoins

End of

Roll
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Fort McHenry National Monument and Historic Shrine

Photographic Index

Roll Two 7-8 October 1991

References to Fortification wall numbers coordinate with the Key Plan titled Fort McHenry

Wall Codes for Photography Bastion Numbers are those traditionally used at the fort one

through five arranged counterclockwise starting north of the Sally Port Left and right

designations for bastion flank and face walls are with reference to someone standing inside the

fort looking outward

Negative

RoIl.Nbr Subject

2.000 Detail Scarp Wall bricks adjacent of quoins showing shear cracks and missing

bricks

2.00 Detail Scarp Wall approx 15 feet from the east edge approx feet up from

grade pair of bricks settled back over from face of mortar

2.01 Detail Scarp Wall showing cracked brick and mortar joints above area of

recent patch

2.02 Detail Scarp Wall south side at quoins showing patch

2.03 Side view of Scarp Wall left face of Bastion Two looking north

2.04 Detail Scarp Wall 11 bricks thrusting out

2.05 Detail Scarp Wall 11 sheared brick

2.06 Frontal View of Scarp Wall 11 north portion

2.07 Detail Scarp Wall 12 patched area of bricks adjacent to quoins

2.08 Frontal view of Scarp Wall 13 right face of Bastion Three

2.09 Detail Scarp Wall 13 north end below cordon stone showing cracks in brick and

mortar
Detail Scarp Wall 14 west end showing iron plate and bolt cracked brick

above and iron stains below

2.11 Detail Scarp Wall 16 showing patched brick in central area under cordon

2.1 Frontal view of Scarp Wall 16 central area

2.1 Detail Scarp Wall 18 near quoins between 18 and 19 showing line of projecting

bricks

2.14 Detail Scarp Wall 20 showing brick joints aligned vertically not staggered

2.15 Frontal view of Scarp Wall 22 right flank of Bastion Five

2.1 Detail of exposed cordon at Ravelin Scarp Wall 01 north of Ravelin Magazine

2.1 Side view of Ravelin Scarp Wall 03 looking toward Bastion Five

2.1 Detail Scarp Wall 24 central region three feet off grade brick patch

2.1 Detail Scarp Wall 24 high near quoins adjacent to wall 25 showing diagonal

crack

2.20 Detail exterior south facade at Sally Port showing stained gray mortar

2.21 Detail north side of passage through Sally Port showing efflorescence in brick

2.22 2.23 Roof and side details at south side of Sally Port viewed from parapet

2.24 Detail at corner between Breast Height WaIls 05 and 06 at the gorge of Bastion

Five showing brick failure

2.25 Frontal view Breast Height Wall 10 Bastion Four

2.26 Frontal view Breast Height Wall 09 Bastion Four
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Fort McHenry National Monument and Historic Shrine

Photographic Index

Roll Two October 1991

Page -2-

Negative

RoII.Nbr Subject

2.27 Side view Breast Height Wall 10 Bastion Four

2.28 Side view Breast Height WaIl 16 from Bastion Three toward Bastion Two

2.29 Breast Height Wall corner between walls 20 and 21 at the gorge of Bastion

Two
2.30 Side view of Breast Height Wall 16 from Bastion Two toward Bastion Three

2.31 Detail Breast Height Wall corner between walls 16 and 17 at the gorge of Bastion

Two
2.32-2.36 Interior vault ceiling of Civil War Magazine

End of

Roll
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Fort McHenry National Monument and Historic Shrine

Photographic Index

Roll Three 10 October 1991

References to Fortification wall numbers coordinate with the Key Plan titled Fort McHenry

Wall Codes for Photography Bastion Numbers are those traditionally used at the fort one

through five arranged counterclockwise starting north of the Sally Port Left and right

designations for bastion flank and face walls are with reference to someone standing inside the

fort looking outward

Negative

Roll.Nbr Subject

3.01 -3.08 Exterior of Civil War Magazine inside the detached brick barrier wall

3.09-3.12 Exterior of the Civil War Magazine outside the detached wall

Detail of Ravelin Breast Height Wall 01 showing brick cracks and bowing

3.1 General view of Ravelin Breast Height Walls 02 and 03

3.1 General view of Ravelin Breast Height Wall 03

3.1 General view of Breast Height wall 22 and 23

3.1 Detail of corner between Breast Height Walls 21 and 22 showing cracks

Side view of Breast Height Wall 21 looking toward Bastion Two

3.1 Detail of coping stones Breast Height Wall 21

3.20 Close up of coping stones with cracked mortar and vegetation

3.21 Detail of coping stones northeast side of Breast Height Wall 12 showing iron tie

set into stones with lead plugs

3.22 Elevation view of rear of Building HS-3 Junior Officers Quarters looking

northwest

3.23 Elevation view of rear of Building HS-4 No Enlisted Mens Barracks looking

northeast

3.24 View of west edge of water battery from Bastion Three

3.25 Southwest Elevation of Building HS-2 Magazine

3.26 Detail of missing coping stone Breast Height Wall 09

3.27 Elevation of south and west of Building HS-5 No Enlisted Mens Barracks

3.28 Detail of Corner between Breast Height walls 06 and 07 showing cracks

3.29 West elevation of Sally Port Building HS-6

3.30 Detail of Parade Wall ib central portion under cap stone showing missing stone

3.31 Detail at Parade WaIl between HS-1 and HS-2 showing conduit

3.32 Elevation of west end of Building HS-1 Commanding Officers Quarters

3.33 Detail of Parade Wall between la and 6b at curved corner

3.34 Ravelin frontal view of Ravelin Scarp Wall 02

3.35 Side view of Parade Wall looking from the southern corner of HS-5

3.36 Detail Scarp Wall 19 near vertical crack line progressing from cordon stone to

grade

3.37 Sloped east entrance to Water Battery Magazine No.3

End of

Roll
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Fort McHenry National Monument and Historic Shrine

Photographic Index

Roll Four 10 October 1991

References to Fortification wall numbers coordinate with the Key Plan titled Fort McHenry

Wall Codes for Photography Bastion Numbers are those traditionally used at the fort one

through five arranged counterclockwise starting north of the Sally Port Left and right

designations for bastion flank and face walls are with reference to someone standing inside the

fort looking outward

Negative

Roll.Nbr Subject

4.00 Water Battery western end junction of new masonry work of Wall 26 with

existing steps up
4.01 Side view of Water Battery Wall 26 looking south

4.02 General view Water Battery Walls 23 and 24 looking south

4.03 Detail Water Battery Wall 23 joint between old and new work

4.04 Detail Water Battery Wall 23 failure crack at old wall

4.05 General view Water Battery 22 looking south

4.06 Detail at edge of stair riser between Water Battery Walls 21 and 22 showing

exposed metal clamp

4.07 Detail at edge of stair riser between Water Battery Walls 20 and 21 showing

missing brick

4.08 Side view Water Battery Wall 17 looking northeast

4.09 Elevation of entry to Bombproof Water Battery Wall 16

4.1 Detail of Water Battery Wall 15 above pintle block

4.11 Side view of Water Battery Wall 15 looking from corner adjoining Wall 14

showing detail of crack in corner

Detail at riser edge of Water Battery Wall 11 showing lost piece of brick at

metal strap

4.1 Detail showing lost coping on Water Battery Wall 10 near pintle block

4.1 Detail of Bastion Five Right Shoulder quoins

4.15 Ravelin Magazine No.1 interior detail of crack in railing of southeast stair

4.16-4.17 Ravelin interior views of east wall of magazine

4.18 Ravelin interior vaulted area between stairs with conduit to lighting

4.1 Detail Water Battery Wall 02 showing crack in wall near pintle block

4.20 Elevation of arched entry Bombproof No in Water Battery Wall 08

4.21 Side view of Water Battery Wall 08 looking east

4.22 Detail of Entrance to Water Battery Magazine No
4.23 Elevation of Postern Entrance Scarp Wall 21

4.24 Elevation of West Entrance to Water Battery Magazine No.3

4.25 Brick Walk through Water Battery taken near the right shoulder to Bastion

showing grout changes
4.26 Joint between new and existing Water Battery walls at Wall 10

4.27 Interior of Sally Port southernmost bombproof looking north

4.28 Interior of Sally Port southernmost bombproof looking south
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Photographic Index

Roll Four 10 October 1991

Page -2-

Negative

Roll.Nbr Subject

4.29 Interior of Sally Port southern passage small bombproof looking north

through arch to entry

4.30 Interior of Sally Port southern passage small bombproof looking south to

entrance to southern bombproof

4.31 Interior of Sally Port northern passage small bombproof elevation detail of

wall and arched ceiling on the west showing paint spalling and fungal

growth
4.32 Interior of Sally Port northernmost bombproof looking south

4.33 Interior of Sally Port lintel detail between northern passage and bombproof

4.34 Reshoot of photo 4.24

4.35 Reshoot of photo 4.14

End of

Roll
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Fort McHenry National Monument and Historic Shrine

Photographic Index

Roll Five 15 and 18 October 1991

References to Fortification wall numbers coordinate with the Key Plan titled Fort McHenry

Wall Codes for Photography Bastion Numbers are those traditionally used at the fort one

through five arranged counterclockwise starting north of the Sally Port Left and right

designations for bastion flank and face walls are with reference to someone standing inside the

fort looking outward

Negative

Roll.Nbr Subject

5.00 Porch of No Enlisted Mens Barracks looking toward Junior Officers

Quarters

5.01 Detail of granite pier at the termination of the Parade Wall

5.02 Detail of wood sill deterioration north end of Junior Officers Quarters

5.03 Detail at rear of Junior Officers Quarters south side showing window

intrusions of air conditioner and gas vent pipe

5.04 Detail of Parade Wall stair between Magazine and Junior Officers Quarters

5.05 Detail of window first floor rear of No Enlisted Mens Barracks third in

from the west end

5.06 Detail of window first floor rear of No Enlisted Mens Barracks second in

from the west end

5.07-5.08 Detail of in-ground termination of ventilator shafts Sally Port south end

5.09-5.10 Detail of in-ground termination of ventilator shafts Sally Port north side

11 Detail of stairs at Breast Height Walls Bastion Five salient

5.1 Detail Breast Height Wall 22 Bastion One left flank near gorge showing coping

5.1 Detail of wood beam exterior rear of Magazine

5.14 Detail of Breast Height Wall 16 showing new coping adjacent to older

Door to rear of Jr Officers Quarters

Detail of Parade Wall stair between No and No Enlisted Mens Barracks

5.17 MainGate

5.18 Boundary Wall southwest of Main Gate

5.1 Water Battery Bomb Proof No detail at entry stair and vault

5.20 Water Battery Bomb Proof No detail at ventilator and stain below

5.21 Water Battery Bomb Proof No detail of salts and mold at wall on side

of stair

5.22 Water Battery Magazine No view down entry steps

5.23 Water Battery Magazine No detail between entry vault and concrete cover

5.24 Water Battery Magazine No middle chamber

5.25 Water Battery Bomb proof No detail looking toward sump pump and stair

5.26 Water Battery Bomb proof No detail of ventilator and stain below

5.27 Water Battery Magazine No winders at stair under the west entry

5.28 Commanding Officers Quarters south elevation

5.29 No Enlisted Mens Barracks southwest side elevation
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Photographic Index

Roll Five 15 and 18 October 1991

Page -2-

Negative

RoIl.Nbr Subject

5.30 Parade Wall between 6a and 6b Elevation of the Parade Wall Postern opening

5.31 Sally Port South side Guard Room east wall

5.32 Detail of bricks and base deterioration Sally Port guard room east wall

5.33 Commanding Officers Quarters west side elevation

5.34 Interior of Magazine Parade Ground

5.35 Detail of wall interior of Magazine

5.36 No Enlisted Mens Barracks north elevation

5.37 Junior Officers Quarters north side elevation
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Fort McHenry National Monument and Historic Shrine

Photographic Index

Roll Six 20 October 1991

References to Fortification wall numbers coordinate with the Key Plan titled Fort McHenry

Wall Codes for Photography Bastion Numbers are those traditionafly used at the fort one

through five arranged counterclockwise starting north of the Sally Port Left and right

designations for bastion flank and face walls are with reference to someone standing inside the

fort looking outward

Negative

Roll.Nbr Subject

6.02 Civil War Magazine exterior detached wall west side at north end drain

6.03 Detail of brick Scarp Wall 08 Bastion Two lower part of right face near

shoulder

6.04 Detail of brick and pointing Scarp WaIl 10 Bastion Two left flank near shoulder

6.05 Detail of brick variety Scarp WaIl 12 Bastion Three right flank near shoulder

6.06 Quoins salient of Bastion Three

6.07 West entry to Water Battery Magazine No detail at left portion of head

6.08 Detail at Water Battery Wall 21 stepped wall off Bastion Four

6.09 Entry to Water Battery Magazine No

Detail at head of Postern Entry scarp wall curtain between Bastions Four and

Five

6.11 Water Battery Wall 10 detail between new and old work

Heaved brickwork Water Battery Wall 08 southwest side of Bombproof No
One also note ventilator pipe

Entry to Bombproof No One Water Battery Wall 08

6.1 Brick stair adjacent to Water Battery Wall 05

6.15 Detail of brick and mortar types at stair in neg 6.14

6.16 Corner detail between Breast Height Walls 05 and 06 at gorge of Bastion Five

6.1 Cramp detail breast height coping stones near corner at Bastion Five

6.1 Detail rear second floor window one in from southwest corner No Enlisted

Mens Barracks

6.1 General view of rear of No Enlisted Mens Barracks Note window openings

6.20 Breast Height Wall 21 capstone deterioration

6.21 Parade Wall la detail of missing stone under coping

6.22 Wood sill detail Junior Officers Quarters north side

6.23 Ravelin gorge Ravelin Scarp WaIl 01 detail north side

6.24 Brick details side view of Scarp WaIl 11 curtain between Bastions Two and

Three

6.25 Close-up detail of portion of view 6.24
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Fort McHenry National Monument and Historic Shrine

Photographic Index

Roll Seven November 1991

References to Fortification wall numbers coordinate with the Key Plan titled Fort McHenry

Wall Codes for Photography Bastion Numbers are those traditionally used at the fort one

through five arranged counterclockwise starting north of the Sally Port Left and right

designations for bastion flank and face walls are with reference to someone standing inside the

fort looking outward

Negative

Roll.Nbr Subject

7.01 Detail of granite boundary marker built into Boundary Wall southwest of entry

gates

7.02 Detail of granite boundary marker built into Boundary Wall north of entry

gates

7.03 Detail scarp waIl right flank of Bastion One showing yellowish residue on

several courses of brick immediately below cordon stones

7.04 Ravelin magazine one interior of vestibule looking south

7.05 Ravelin magazine one interior of magazine detail of brick stains

7.06 Ravelin magazine one interior of magazine looking east

7.07 Sally port north bombproof interior view of brick condition with mold

peeling paint and exfoliating metal lintels

7.08 Junior Officers Quarters exterior detail of south end showing deteriorated

brick

7.09 No Enlisted Mens Barracks exterior view of west end addition showing upper

and lower window Upper window with original frame

7.10 Parade wall behind powder magazine showing brick construction

7.11 No Enlisted Mens Barracks exterior view of porches looking east

7.12-7.13 Powder Magazine interior detail of wall condition

7.1 Sally port south guard room detail of base and deterioration at adjacent wall

7.1 Detail scarp wall 25 left flank of Bastion Five showing spalled brick and moss

7.1 Bombproof One in Water Battery interior detail of efflorescence near stair

7.17 Bombproof One interior wall of stair entry

7.18 Magazine Two in Water Battery interior of middle vestibule looking east

7.1 Magazine Two view through floor hatch to 18 of water below

7.20 Bombproof Two in Water Battery interior detail of rear southeast wall

7.21 Bombproof Two interior detail of stains below ventilator opening

7.22 Water Battery Wall 10 detail of brick coping ten feet east of Bombproof Two

showing thin coping brick

7.23 Water Battery Wall23 detail of brick coping west of magazine three showing

thin coping brick

7.24 Civil War powder magazine view of exterior north elevation

7.25 Civil War powder magazine east elevation
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United States Department of the Interior

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE ________
DSC-EASTERN TEAM

FALLS CHURCH BRANCH
6245 LEESBURG PIKE 4TH FLOOR
FALLS CHURCH VIRGINIA 22044

REPLY REFER TO

A40 DSC-EAF
FOMC276-07

Memorandum

To The Files

Through Chief Falls Church Branch Eastern Team Denver
Service Center

From Architect Denver Service Center Eastern Team
Falls Church Branch

Reference Fort McHenry National Monument Historic Shrine
Package No 276 Type 35 Rehabilitation of Star
Fort and Buildings

Subject Meeting July 24 1992

The purpose of this meeting was to confirm the type and origin
of the sandstone that were used to build quoins of the Star Forts
scarp walls

Those present at the meeting were as follows

John Tyler Supt FOMC
Jack Harthousen Mason FOMC
Elaine McGee Geologist U.S Geological Survey
Tom Fields Proj Architect DSCEAF

During the meeting Elaine McGee confirmed that the sandstone
in question is indeed Aguia Creek Sandstone originally from place
ciose to Quantico This sandstone is also similar to that used in

the construction of the White House and Capital

The group took walk around the fort looking at the quoins
sandstone Elaine showed and described certain characteristics

that are inherent in these stones They are as follows

The rate of wear of these stones exposed faces depend on

how they are set in the walls

Stones wear best if they were set with end grains

exposed and running vertically

The next best is being placed with stratifications
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horizontally and parallel to the ground

The worst set up that promote rapid wear is if they
are placed vertically with flat planes facing the

exposed side This encourages delamination of stones

The attempt by the Army to protect these stones by

applying cement washes over the exposed faces prove to be

damaging as they encourage rapid wear when washes break off

and pull outer layers from the stones

Any cleaning to remove the black stains results of

pollution should never be attempted They act as

protective layer for these very soft stones

Acid rain does prove to be damaging to the surfaces of

these stones

Ms McGee took some minute samples from five different places
She will provide report describing chemical and physical
characteristics as well as types of pollution that are affecting
these stones

Tom Fields

cc Supt FOMC
Ingle MARO

AMTOO724.PIL
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United States Department of the Interior

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY

RESTON VA 22092

August 17 1992

In Reply Refer to
Mail Stop 959

Tom Fields

6245 Leesburg Pike

Suite 440
Falls Church VA 22044

Dear Tom

summary of some of my observations about the sandstone quoins at Fort McHenry

follows Some of it is still preliminary because have not had chance to finish

xarninlng each of the samples that we took on the 24th However think that the

large scale characteristics the microscopic features and the composition of the stone

at Fort McHenry suggests that it is probably Acquia Creek sandstone as the records

implied One note of caution the small samples that we took at the Fort were by
their nature very weathered before making match of replacement stone especially

if the Acquia stone is not available you may want to look carefully at or take small

sample of some more intact stone at the Fort

Please let me know if this is the sort of information that you would like or if there are

other questions that you might have plan to finish examining the samples and to

summarize it in little more detail for you by the end of next week will also try to

see if can find anything more in the literature that mIght be of itterest about the

Acquia Creek sandstone

Sincerely

Elaine McGee

Enclosure
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Sandstone Quoins at Fort McHanry Ealtimore MD

On July 24 1992 we examined s2ndstone quoins at Fort McHenry to determine if the stone is

Acquia Creek sandstone and to look at the deterioration of the stone

On large scale by visual examination the stone at Fort McHenry is similar to the unpainted

Acquia Creek sa .dstone that have examined from the Capital Gatehouse located at 17th St and

Constitutin Ave in NW Washington DC The general color of the stone is buff with some

areas of reddish brown and the stone has similar weathering habit tending to lose medium

to large pieces by spalling off in layers There are distinctive beds layers visible in the stone

mostly as thin horizontal layers but in some places crass beds layers at slightly inclrned angles

are visible The natural bedding of the stone has been accentuated by exposure of the ston.

weathering loss of weaker or finer material. The stone at Fort McHeriry has some pebble
inclusions that-are also typical of the Acquia Creek sandstone but they are not very common
in the stones that we observed The pebbles are rounded stones usually about 1.5 cm size

that typically occur as discontinuous layer Many of the stones at Fort MaHenry have

blackened surficial crusts that are very tough and appear to protect or preserve the surface of

the stone tool marks are visible on some of the stones that have blackened crusts The most

distinctive and probably most detrimental weathering feature observed on the stone at Fort

McHenry is where the stone surface has recessed in concave fashion Faces of some of the

stones have recessed nearly three centimeters in some areas as though portions of the stone had

been scooped out The stone may have weak layers that tend to spall in those areas as moisture

penetrates between the layers of the stone this may be accentuated if the stone is laid in an

orientation that facilitates penetration of water between the layers The Acquia Creek sandstone

is noted in the literature as sometimes having nodules of clay or clay-rich areas Where the

stone shows pronounced recession pockets of clay may have underlain the surface so that once

moisture penetrates the stone material could be readily lost through physical processes like

freezing an.d thawing or expansion and contraction of the clays as moisture hydrates and

dehydrates the layers in the clay

We sampled few small pieces of the stone at the Fort in order to examine characteristics of

the stone to compare it with stone known to be Acqula Creek sandstone and in order to

examine the black surficial encrustation The stone is mostly composed of quartz SiC2 grains

plus some potassium feldspar KAlSi3O and kaolinite clay Ai4The cement in

that binds the grains in the stone is silica cement rather than carbonate cement This

composition means that the stone is not particularly susceptible to acid dissolution The

abundance of clays in the Stone probably is one of the main factors influencing its tendency to

deteriorate The grains that compose the sandstone are generally slightly rounded to blocky and

the stone is fairly even grained Grain size is typIcally 0.4 to 0.7 mm There is abundant

organic material in the Interstices of the sample and on some of the surfaces The organic

material appears to be algae but may also include some fungi Because of the types of samples

that we took pryuig smafl pieces of stone that had already begun to spafl away from the udacc
we may be seeing greater than normal portion of organic and weathered material The black

crust is still bit of puzzle ft is not gypsum alteration crust like those that typically develop

on marble or limestone buildings that are exposed to suiftir dioxide pollution The crust appears

to be dark very fine grained to amorphous coating whose surface appearance suggests that
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dissolution and reprecipitation of some phase has occurred The crust contains silica aluminum

and some iron

On microscopic scale the stone from Fort McHeruy is similar to the stone sample that have

from the Capital Gatehouse in Washington DC The grains have the same generiil size and

shape the cement of both stones is of similarcomposition and the mixture of grains that make

up the stone mostly quartz feldspar and clay is similar Large scale features of the stones are

quite similar as well although there are some differences that are most likely due to the natural

heterogeneity of the stone taken from different parts of the quarry

have been investigating some of the literature to see if .1 could find Out more about the Acquia

Creek sandstone that might shed some light onto both its characteristics and to see if there is any

clearer indication that the stone was detintely used in Fort McHenry So far have not found

great deal of information It seems that although the Acquia Creek sandstone was used for

several very major buildings in Washington DC the Capital the White Houe part of the

Treasury building it was apparently recognized early on that the stone was not very durable

building material It apparently was not used after the early part of the l8OOs because of its

poor quality but have not yet found any specific discussIon of its flaws
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08/13/92 1449

United States Department of the Interir

NATIONAL PAItK 8FV ICE

FORT MeHINRY NATIONAL MONUMN1 AND

MIBTOZIC SHRINE

BALT1MOft MARYLAND iaao-OaU

IN REPLY REPEL TO

D22

Auguat 13 1992

To Torn Fields DSC

Prom Horticulturalist FOtIC

Subject Cornment Eegardin9 od cover for Rampsrts

Mr Johii Ingle MARO requested that 8ubrnit comxnen to you

conern.Lfl9 the wCl covering of the Ramparts at Fort Mc enry NM

HS Specifically Lhce areas affected by the Star For Drainage

IntpruvmefltB Project completed by Pavkov Constrtictio Company

Inc In ordet to properly maintain the od overlay ng the

clay layer and iea1 irrigation should be upp1ied maintain

oiie inch of water to the at-ca every 7-10 daye Obvio sly this

practice could have an adverse effect on the atone and brickwork

of 1.e Star Fort if moisture should penetrate the clay ayer

An alternative to irrigation would be to install droughL tolerdt.e

graeH uch as Buffalo GraBs that would gnatntai good

ae4rcizIee under dry growing condi.tion Buff1o Graas

reportedly is slow growing and would require lea.I frequent

mowinga well We underiLand LhiH grasa ie comrnonlfr u.ed i-n

the Midwegt for lowmaintenance turf although are not

familiar with the plant and have not seen growing

firat.hafld Perhapu section of the Star Fort flamper4s siiiyht be

planted to determine if this would be possible altenatiVe to

the Dluegras currently bein9 used

Ifr
Paul I3itzel
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FACT
BRAND

SHEET SHARP BROS BUFFALO

SEED CO
SELECT NATIVE CASSES

BUFFALOGRASS

BUFFALOGRASS

BuffalograSs is native perennial warm-season

sod-forming short grass which reproduces by seed

and surface runners or stolons It seldom grows

more than five inches tall It is readily eaten by all

classes of livestock except when dormant during dry

periods It cures well and furnishes good winter ilgrazing in dry areas Buffalograu protects itself

from misuse by growing close to the ground Cattle

men need to consider the relatively low yield of Buf

falograss However It Is considered by some

experts in the area of grass management to be the

most palatable and nutritious of all grasses

USES

The demands for durable fast-growing lawn grass

that would survive even where Irrigation Is not avail

able has made Buffalograss very popular The

thick root system does well on the heavier soils but

it is not very shade tolerant Close arid frequent

mowing helps prevent enoachment by other un
wanted species and encourages the growth of

dense matted turf When Buffalograu Is planted

in lawns it is often accompalnod by Blue Grama

Grass
Because of its excellent ground covering thility with

aggressive spreading under heavy use Buffalo-

grass Is suited for erosion control on range areas It

Is relatively easy to establish and ki some hstances

It is considered valuable wildlife forage As

pasturograss Buffalograss is usually planted with

another compatible species such as Blue Grama

Side-Oats Grams or Western Wheatgrass Ar

eas in which Buffalograss Is planted exclusively

are golf courses parks athletic flekis cemeteries
Buffalograss

and highway development spaces 4X and May

are the best months to plant always waiting until

frost danger is past If irrigation Is possble seeds

may be planted as late July 15

MANAGEMENT
The seed should be planted in clean firm seed bed or in firm seed-free stubble chemical program to

control broad leaf weeds and cool-season grasses may be used until the seedlings are well established
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VARIETIES
Comanche is variety developed from several strains of Texoka It shows even more growth but

produces less seeds It retains the rich color and vigor of Texoka

Sharps Improved is treated by speciai process to lower the dormancy or hard seed of the

Buffalograss Freshly harvested seed is usually 60-80% dormant and through the treatment process

this percentage Is lowered to 15-25% All seeds are conditioned and tested for purity high ratio of

female to male plants is assured thus allOwing for significant increase of both seed and forage

production is short time Lawns of treated Buffalograss establish quickly especially when irrigation

is used to supplement summer rainfall

Texoka was developed at the Oklahoma Experiment Station from work directed by theAgriculture

Research Center Texoka has proven to be dependable and vigorous growing

a..
Ok

..otUA

Range of Buffalograss plus varieties for specific areas In the U.S
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